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WINTER MIZEX 87/89
SCIENCE PLAN

1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 Background
The marginal ice zone (MIZ) is the critical re-

The present plan is motivated by the need to im- gion in which polar air masses, ice, and water
prove our understanding of the fundamentals of masses interact with the temperate ocean and cli-
acoustic propagation, noise, and electromagnetic mate systems. The processes that take place there
remote sensing in the winter marginal ice zone profoundly influence hemispheric climate and
(MIZ). It is patently clear that a basic understand- have a significant effect on petroleum/mineral ex-
ing of acoustics and remote sensing can best be ploration and production, naval operations, and
sought via quantitative description and modeling commercial fishing. To gain an understanding of
of the relevant environmental dynamics of the these processes sufficient to permit modeling and
MIZ. Hence the plan strongly emphasizes ocean- prediction, a research strategy was developed for
ography, ice dynamics, and meteorology. In fact, summer and winter measurement programs (Wad-
the latter disciplines must be deeply enough re- hams et al., 1981), and a series of field experi-
searched to resolve fundamental questions entail- ments were planned and executed (Johannessen et
ing air/ice/ocean interaction, heat and mass ex- al., 1983). In 1983 two marginal ice zone experi-
changes and balances, growth and decay of ice- ments were conducted, one during winter in the
edge eddies, ana 'the like. The plan therefore is Bering Sea (MIZEX Bulletin VI), often referred to
closely integrated and follows a natural progres- as MIZEX-West, and the second during summer
sion encompassing the major physical disciplines, in the Fram Strait and Greenland Sea (Johannes-

The plan is to conduct measurements in the sen and Horn, 1984). (Hereinafter we refer to the
Fram Strait-Greenland Sea region of the MIZ in region of the 1983/84 experiment and the planned
1987 and 1989, and is put forth in several levels of 1987/89 one briefly as Fram Strait with the
detail. This first section gives a general overview realization that many of our observations have
of the program and a plan for coordination and and will be made in the Greenland Sea.) The 1983
management. Section 2 expands the scientific ob- Fram Strait experiment was followed in June and
jectives and presents a brief of the proposed oper- July of 1984 by a major multinational experiment,
ations. Section 3 expands the operational details also in Fram Strait (Johannessen and Horn, 1984).
for carrying out the research to achieve the stated The purpose of the 1983 and 1984 programs in
scientific objectives. Section 4 introduces the lo- Fram Strait was to study the mesoscale physical
gistic strategies and concepts to support the pro- processes by which ice, ocean, and atmosphere in-
posed field operations. This Science Plan will be teract in the MIZ in summer. Extensive research
the basis for a detailed Operations Plan for the programs were conducted in oceanography, me-
proposed field operations in both 1987 and 1989. teorology, acoustics, remote sensing, ice studies,

Any field research in the Arctic is by its nature and biology. Preliminary results from these exper-
difficult and costly, so it is no surprise that others iments, including the Bering Sea 1983 winter ex-
who wish to research the Arctic would ask to be periment, have been factored into the present
included. The Winter MIZEX plan is happily the plan.
focus of such requests-the appendices contain
two such requests, for biological oceanography 1.2 The Winter MIZ program objectives
and geochemical oceanography. The possible in- The planned Winter MIZEX in Fram Strait
clusion of these and other interested disciplines hinges on the need to understand the ice/ocean/
will be dictated by the availability of ship space atmospheric processes responsible for the advance
and other facilities, of the winter ice edge, and their effects on acous-
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tics and electromagnetic remote sensing, under cal as well as horizontal spatial scales are impor-
dramatically different conditions than in summer. tant. Sampling costs and technological constraints
Atmospheric interactions, ice growth, and surface require that a coordinated program focus on the
gravity waves are most intense from December to most important scale. The results of MIZEX 83/
April. The upper ocean reaches its fully developed 84 indicate that the mesoscale is the primary con-
winter state in March. For this reason and from cern. This will be brought out in the following dis-
logistical considerations the Winter MIZEX in cussions.
Fram Strait will be conducted in March and April. Beyond the focus on winter processes, we intend
To project the flavor of scientific challenges dur- to place special emphasis on ocean eddy phenom-
ing winter, some of the major objectives are sum- ena: eddy genesis is a central research element.
marized briefly here. We plan to measure, under- Electromagnetic sensing via aircraft and satellites
stand, and model: will be employed in real time to identify eddy

" Changes in acoustic refraction and co- fields and to discern limitations, if any, caused by
herence via winter-related changes in advection of marker ice fields associated with .- ""
sound speed profiles due to fronts, ice- strong winter winds or waves. Acoustic interac-
ocean eddies, and internal waves; tions with eddies are also central to the research. .- .

" Intensification of ice cracking noise The effects of oceanographic mesoscale phenom-
mechanisms as related to ice-ocean ed- ena, principally ice-ocean eddies, on acoustic
dies, winds, ice dynamics, gravity waves, propagation and ambient noise will be investi-
and the presence of recently frozen thin gated. Inverse methods in which acoustics be-
ice; comes the probe for quantifying the oceanography

" Microwave electromagnetic reflectivity will be studied. In part, a very strong element in
and emissivity signatures of the winter MIZEX 87/89 acoustics is inversion of path time
MIZ and ice and ocean features empha- differences (Munk and Wunsch, 1978; Spindel,
sizing active sensors; 1980) or full wave inversion (see Section 2.5) for

* Growth, propagation, and decay of ice- possible tomographic delineation of ice-ocean ed-
ocean eddies as affected by ice edge dy- dies and other mesoscale oceanographic features.
namic and thermodynamic processes, The principal scientific research foci for studies
and their role in lateral heat transfer in the winier MIZ environment are oceanography.
across the ice edge; meteorology, ice and wave studies, remote sens-

* Heat, mass, and momentum transfer in ing, and acoustics. However, as noted above, an ,..,,

the ice/upper ocean system at the ice especially large degree of interrelationship among
margin; the scientific disciplines during MIZFX 87 and 89

* Morphology, rheology, dynamics, and is planned and necessary. Indeed, the success of
kinematics of the ice field created by the program demands that this be achieved: re-
forcing of intense incoming gravity mote sensing researchers require ground truth;
waves, winds, and currents; a:ousticians must have watcr-column sections, ice

* Winter ice edge meteorology, including field dynamics, surface wind stress, and surface
mesoscale cyclogenesis (arctic lows) as gravity wave information. meteorologist, need sea
influenced by large temperature and surface temperatures and surface rouhncses:
water vapor constrasts at the ice edge. and oceanographers must has c atmospheric tore-

While this list is not complete, it show, that efforts ing functions and remote sensing for synoplic co' -
during MIZFX 87/89 will be centered on those at- erage. While this interdependence is not ncs.%. our
tributes of the MIZ most characteristic of the \sin- need is heightened by the especiall\ strong role of
ter season, acoustics during Winter \I11X, \shich is dirccicd

Important scientific issues ot the MIZ, .,hich tossard ans ering fundamentatl questions of ice
are almost unique to it, are the space and time noise generation and the feasibility of NIl! ocean
scales of interaction betmeen atmosphere, ice. and acoustic tornography.
ocean. Although much ss ork has been done on In addition to these specific measurementt foci -.

identifying appropriate spatial and temporal in support of understanding physical phenomena
sales in the atmosphere and ocean. scalc,, for all at the ice margin, this program %%ill be particularly
three media hac to be measured for the NI /, be- helpful in deloping and verifying numerical
cause the sea ice markedl\ affects tie coupling be- models that inulate the circulation of ice-cover-
teen the media. (\el tile strong coupling. %erti- oceas. .\nahalis, of c\isliln coupled models, for

-•...-•J:,:
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example, Hibler and Bryan (1984), has shown that genesis and surface atmospheric bound-
very large amounts of melting occur in winter, pri- ary conditions in the winter MIZ;
marily due to large oceanic heat fluxes made possi- 0 Provide a unique data set on ice and sur-
ble by a relatively neutral density stratification. face gravity wave interaction in winter;
Consequently it seems likely that the environment 0 Provide ambient noise data.
in the winter MIZ will be a very delicate balance This experiment will also provide valuable ex-
between growth and melt, with small synoptic perience on ship and helicopter operations in the
events possibly triggering the net balance in either winter MIZ environment.
direction. Proper simulation of this balance de- Finally, and most importantly, the 1987 experi- %
pends critically on parameterizing both the upper ment will explore in preliminary fashion the ice-
ocean sea/air heat and momentum exchanges, and edge swath shown in Fig. 1, with the objective of'
the ocean eddy structure. Winter MIZEX should identifying those portions with unusual dynamic
be particularly effective in achieving these goals. behavior. The ice edge, for example, may be rela-

tively fixed in one region due to strong topograph-
1.3 Overall experiment strategy ic influence, while relatively variable in others

The field experiments associated with the winter where different mechanisms are dominant. It
MIZ program will involve three phases. The first would be important to obtain a preliminary evalu-
phase is already under way. Sonobuoy and AXBT ation of this in preparation for MIZEX 89.
measurement of ambient noise and water column The third phase will consist of a field experi-
temperature were taken in April 1985 by a Norwe- ment in the Fram Strait marginal ice zone in
gian P3 airplane, and data interpretation is now in March and April 1989. This experiment, much
process. In additional, NOAA visible and infrared broader in scope than its 1987 counterpart, will in-
satellite data will be examined for the presence of lude an ice camp located approximately 100-150
MIZ eddies. Both these sets will provide invalu- km from the ice edge in an area tentatively bound-
able data for planning the later phases of the ex- ed by 79'N, 81 'N, 2°W, and 1 'E. The location of
perimental program. Particular regard will be the ice camp relative to the ice edge will be deter-
given to spatial and temporal scales compared to mined from the ice/wave interaction studies of the
those previously observed in the summer season. 1987 experiment, to ensure that ice integrity will

The second phase will consist of a field experi- be maintained over the course of the ice camp's
ment in the Fram Strait MIZ in March and April approximately 45-day lifetime. The experience
of 1987. This experiment will include an icebreak- gained from previous MIZEX campaigns (e.g.
er with helicopter support, an open-ocean ship, Polar Queen in MIZEX 84, Westwind in MIZEX-
fixed wing aircraft for meteorology and remote West) indicates that such a deployment requires
sensing, and satellite remote sensors. An impor- much planning. Acoustic receiving arrays and a
tant part of the 1987 satellite ensemble will be the digital acoustic data acquisition system as well as
Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR-B), which will be or- oceanographic and meteorological stations will be
biting over the MIZ area during this period. The located at this camp. The tentative camp location
SIR-B L-band (23.5 cm) synthetic aperture radar is west of the Yermak Plateau in water of more
(SAR) will produce 50 x 100 km images with a res- than 1000 m depth to minimize the effects of bot
olution of approximately 30 m during its lO-day tom interaction for acoustic propagation and to-
mission. These data, which will be obtained inde- mography. A second, satellite ice camp is planned
pendently of cloud cover and solar illumination, at a location of approximately 84°N and 10°W.
will provide the first synoptic radar images of the This camp will deploy acoustic projector(s) and
Fram Strait marginal ice zone during winter. The shots for propagation through the Fram Strait to
primary goals of the 1987 field program are to: the MIZEX array camp. Fig. I shows the MIZEX

0 Exercise and verify the remote-sensing 1987 and 1989 experiment locations in the Frampcapabilities for real-time detection and Strait. The mean ice edge from historical data

. tracking of ice-ocean eddies in winter; (1966-1974) is also shown for the end of February
* Provide the first comprehensive data set and March.

on the oceanography of the winter MIZ The main reason for the 1989 main ice camp de-
vital for ocean and acoustic modeling; ployment is the high probability that much of the

e Provide the first data on important me- acoustics and ice dynamics at the camp (including
teorological questions, including cyclo- atmosphere and ocean boundary layer physics,

3.
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Figure i. The Franu Strait of the Greenland Sea showing the Winter
IZEX e.vy)erimental locations.

ambient noise, acoustic scattering from the ice, equipped with current meters, will be deployed in
and spatial and temporal coherence of acoustic the Greenland Sea and in the Fram Strait area.
signals) will exhibit characteristics initially associ- These sources and receivers will be part of both
ated with deep Arctic conditions and changing to the Greenland Sea long-term ocean acoustic tom-
conditions common to the marginal ice zone as the ography program as well as the MIZEX 87/89
camp drifts from its initial location deep in the program. They will be deployed in summer 1988
pack ice through the marginal ice zone. Thus, a and recovered in the summer of 1989.
connection can be made between the physics of the
central Arctic and the MIZ. 1.4 Coordination

Two helicopters will operate from the camp for
remote acoustic and oceanographic data collec- 1.4.1 Overall 'oordlinatiol conce.-
tion. In addition, an ice-strengthened ship with Efficient management of international experi-
helicopters and two open-ocean ships, one towing ments of this type requires that a project office be
an array and acoustic projector(s), are planned. established in each of the countries that will be a
The second ship will most likely be an AGOR and major logistic support center. In addition, there
will be referred to as such in this plan. Central to must be an organization to develop both sciencc
the detailed experimental plans (Section 3) is the and operations plans and to make the necess.-ai.
deployment of autonomous drifting buoys de- corporate management decisions. There must also
signed for concurrent environmental and acoustic be a system to permit close collaboration and cotn-
ambient noise data collection. Fixed bottom- munication among the participating national
moored acoustic sources and receivers, also groups. Such a system should include a rapid data

4
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network (e.g. electronic mail) together with regu- al coordinator from each of the countries involved
lar correspondence, newsletters, and data bulle- plus a chairman for each of the seven science disci-

tins. There is also need in such experiments for a plines. The MIZEX Science Group elected their

field support office similar to the one established own chairman, vice chairman, and executive corn-

for the NORSEX experiments, in which the Trom- mittee. The number of national coordinators

sd satellite telemetry station played a vital role in changed as more countries elected to participate.
coordinating aircraft operations and in receiving A coordinating executive office for the MIZEX

and retransmitting satellite data. Field coordina- program was established in the U.S at the Office

Lion per se must be clearly delineated and vested in of Naval Research, Arlington, Virginia, and the

senior scientist(s) through a detailed operations European office was located at the Geophysical

plan. Institute, University of Bergen, Norway. An elec-
tronic mail network, the MIZEX Newsletter, and

1.4.2 Coordinalion struclure MIZEX Bulletins were used for coordination and -'

for AZEX 83/84 information exchange. The field organization,

To coordinate the MIZEX 1983 and 1984 pro- clearly delineated in each MIZEX Operation Plan,

grams, an international MIZEX Science Group provided effective coordination for the 1983 and

Nas established. This group consisted of a nation- 1984 experiments.

MIZEX SCIENCE GROUP ""

*CO-CHAIRMAN 1. DYER --

SCIENCE *CO-CHAIRMAN 0. M. JOHANNESSEN

DISCIPLINE *VICECHAIRMAN M. McPHEE

CHAIRMEN

.OCEANOGRAPHY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
JA. JOHANESSEN (*MEMBERS PLUS E. AUGSTEIN)

R. MUENCH

ICE MIZEX PROJECT OFFICES
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P. WADHAMS NO. AMERICA

,EDITORS ONR U. BERGEN

- W. HIBLER iII * EXECUTIVE OFFICER
METEOROLOGY P. WADHAMS D.A. HORN

* LOGISTICS MANAGER
K DAVIDSON A. HEIBERG.

[ REMOTE SENSING
W J. CAMPBELL
R. H SHUCHMAN

ACOUSTICS MIZEX FIELD COORDINATOR
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1.4.3 Coordination structure ship and interdependence of the various disci-
for MIZEX 87/89 plines characteristic of research in the MIZ.

Building on the 1983-84 experience and recog-
nizing the reduced scale of the Winter MIZEX
program, a modified MIZEX Science Group was 2.1 Oceanography
established at the 1984 Monterey meeting. This Oceanographic conditions in the MIZ are domi-
Science Group (Fig. 2) will continue as the basic nated by permanent and transient frontal systems,
management organization for MIZEX 87/89. The by ice-ocean eddies, and by upwelling events along 0

organization has the desired international charac- the ice edge (Johannessen et al., 1983; Wadhams
ter, which is emphasized by the group's action to and Squire, 1983). Various instability mechanisms
establish European and U.S. general co-chairmen, have been suggested for the presence of these
The individuals selected to serve as co-chairmen mesoscale (10-100 km) eddies. At present there
also represent two of the principal foci of Winter are five theories on their generation, including
MIZEX. baroclinic, barotropic, and topographic instability

The electronic mail system and the MIZEX (Johannessen et al., 1983, 1984, 1985; Wadhams
Newsletter, initiated in 1983, will be continued as and Squire, 1983). The fourth theory, recently
an informal and rapid means of disseminating suggested by Hakkinen (1984) in a numerical
general information on Winter MIZEX plans and study, proposes that wind-driven upwelling along
activities to the arctic research community. The a wavy ice edge can generate eddies through dif-
MIZEX Bulletin will also be continued as the per- ferential Ekman pumping. The fifth is simply that

manent medium for the rapid interchange of ini- eddies are already present in the open ocean and
tial results, data reports, and preprints of journal when advected with the northward-flowing Atlan-
articles on any aspect of MIZ science, including tic water they will eventually interact with the ice
other seasons and localities than winter in Fram and polar water. Neither the mechanisms nor the
Strait. These bulletins, published by CRREL, are generation of the dynamics of these ice-ocean ed-
ur:der the general supervision of one of their tech- dies are fully understood. The primary objectives
nical editors. (Copies of MIZEX Bulletins may be for the mesoscale Winter MIZEX oceanography
obtained by writing to CRREI., Attention: Tech- program are therefore:
nical Information Branch.) 1. Investigation of the characteristics of the ice-

A data depository and management program, ocean eddy field including open ocean eddies
established at NSIDC, Boulder, Colorado, will with respect to space and time scales, energy, e

also be continued for Winter MIZEX (see Section generation, and propagation and structural
4.5). changes, including eddy/eddy interaction

and decay.
2. Investigation of the role the ice-ocean eddy

2. DETAILE) SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES field has in heat and mass exchange across
the ice edge in order to parameterize this ef-

The physical processes of importance and the fect in large-scale models.
scientific objectives of the Winter MIZ program 3. Investigation of the potential role of the
are described in this section. The principal envi- MIZ eddy field in upwelling events, on free/-
ronmental science objectives-organized under ing of new ice, and in deep convection or
oceanography, meteorology, ice kinematics and bottom water formation.
dynamics, and surface wave studies-are addressed 4. Provision of time series, at densely spaced
first. These are the core disciplines that provide locations, of current shear stress values for
the physical insight and understanding required correlation with MIZ acoustic properties and
for remote sensing ground truth and interpreta- signatures, and of the thermohaline struc-
tion, and for tomography, acoustic propagation, ture for determining of sound speed varia-
and ambient noise modelling. Remote sensing and tions.
acoustics objectives follow, reflecting the neces- 5. Investigation of the MIZ internal wave field,
sary support of the former disciplines to the %iith emphasis on generation mechanisms as-
acoustics program. Remote sensing and acoustic sociated with the ice field and the interaction
tomography are also valuable tools that provide between internal waves and ice-ocean eddy
vital measurements supporting the environimental fields.
science objecLts. [his reflects the interrelation- 6. Definition of the winter cross-edge velocity '
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MIZEX 84 eddy data there are strong indications rapidly disintegrates. During the summer MIZEX
that the smaller eddies located south of the Molloy 84, two such episodes accounted for perhaps 100-
Deep might be spun oft from the Molloy Deep re- 120 km of pack ice melt in the region south of the
gion. The Molloy Deep may therefore be an im- Polar Queen, despite much smaller changes in the
portant area for generation of both the large (50- ice edge position. (The edge was at about 80'N
I(X) kin) stationary eddy as well as smaller (20-40 and between 20 to (E.) The divergence creates a
kin), transient eddies, broad swath of diffuse ice farther north.

From consecutive remote sensing images, eddy Boundary layer measurements of turbulent
propagation is estimated to be on the order of 10- stress and oceanic heat flu, combined with ice ab-

15 km day' in a southward direction, while the lation data from near the Polar Queen. suggest ,hat
observed track of an Argos drifting buoy appar- buoyancy flux associated with ice melt is instru-
ently trapped in an eddy suggests that the lifetime mental in causing the divergence. Figure 5 shows
was more than 20 days. One eddy feature north relative mean velocity and horizontal turbulent
the Molloy Deep was also tracked from R/V stress at 7 m below the ice floe adjacent to the
Hakon Mosbv for about 15 days while it propa- Polar Queen during a period of rapid southward
gated slowly (less than 5 cm s-1 or 4 km day-') in drift. (The velocity is relative to the southward ice
an eastward direction. drift, and hence shows northward components.)

The importance of the eddies for ice edge retreat Late on day 190, the floe drifted into water about
has been estimated quantitatively for summer con- I 'C above freezing and began melting rapidly.
ditions. On the assumption that the bottom abla- Turbulent stress in the last three 6-hr periods is
tion is 10-20 cm day-, as reported by Josberger significantly reduced by surface buoyancy, show-
(1984), the warm (3°C) Atlantic water that is ad- ing how turbulence and momentum are trapped
vected 10-20 km under the ice associated with ed- closer to the surface.
dy motion can melt 1.5-m-thick ice in 10 days. During summer, divergence near the ice edge
Then. on the assumption that the mean distance both increases contact between ice and warm
between eddies along the ice edge is 50 kin, the ice water and enhances insolation in the vicinity of ice
edge will retreat 0.4 km day-'. In the absence of floes by lowering albedo. The combined effect
these eddies the retreat due to bottom ablation is probably enhances overall ice melting. In winter,
reduced by a factor of 10. similar divergence presumably cools sea water

Inspection of a large number of NOAA satellite over a much broader area and increases overall ice
images from winter tells us that ice-ocean eddies production.
are frequently present. Prevailing strong winds in Internal wave investigations in the MIZ are
winter may often destroy the surface signatures of' scarce. Muench et al. (1983) hypothesized interac-
the eddies, so that in situ measurements during tions between sea ice and internal waves in the
winter are needed to address the importance of ed- MIZ, but they were not able to test their hypothe-
dies in ice edge exchanges. Recently a pilot winter ses due to lack of suitable data sets. During
ice-ocean experiment was performed using a Nor-
wegian Air Force P3 with the objective of studying
the structure of the eddies and making some pre-
liminary measurements of acoustic ambient noise Ve 1C ty

northerly wind, many eddies were observed along
the ice edge. I""-

Passive microwave satellite observations from ..-- J I
Nimbus-7 SMMR have also indicated that tran- St

1.0 cgs
sient freezing of new ice over large areas occurs in
the region where we will be operating. Salt is re-
jected during freezing so the upper layer may be-
come denser, potentially setting up convection. __i_,___ ,___ i_____.__.
Fine structure studies in the upper few meters Ise 1I8 190 191

should be made to investigate this.
Another ice-mass loss mechanism in the MIZ Figure 5. Mean velocity (op) and Reynolds stress

occurs during episodes when wind rapidly advects at 7 in below ice, from 6-hour composite aver-
ice over warm water, where the ice diverges and ages. Up is north.
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XI

MIZEX 83 in the Fram Strait-Greenland Sea how- pressure gradient and surface wind velocity, either
ever, internal wave studies were conducted over a through a change in the boundary layer height or
10-day period using three thermistor chains with through baroclinic effects caused by horizontal
2-min sampling intervals located in a triangle 500 temperature gradients or a sloping inversion. .1

m across and 10 km in from the edge of the ice The winter MIZ environment, in contrast to
field (Johannessen et al., 1985). This study was that of summer, provides a far more dynamic set
complemented by hourly CTD observations and of conditions in which to study the atmospheric

current meter arrays suspended from ice floes, processes at the ice/ocean interface. There are
Fig. 6 shows an example of a 6-hr record from the stronger temperature gradients and higher winds
original data interpolated to depth variations of and sea states, coupled with the most active ice
the isotherms. At the beginning of this series, in- growth of the yearly cycle. The scientific plan for
ternal waves with 20-min period and with a verti- the winter MIZ atmospheric measurements and
cal displacement of 10 m dominated the record, analysis is based on the need to obtain microscale,
The frequency spectrum in general showed that mesoscale, and synoptic scale descriptions. Of the
the energy level was somewhat lower than indicat- three, the mesoscale is believed to be the most i-

ed by the 'universal' Munk and Garrett theory. It portant, as we will discuss in Section 3.2. The syn-
should, however, be noted that these data were optic scale atmospheric feature of primary interest
obtained during calm wind conditions. is the geostrophic flow (on/off and parallel to the --

In MIZEX 84, the internal wave study was ex- ice edge) over the region and general air mass ...
panded to include acoustic and remote sensing ob- properties that are modified by the MIZ processes.
servations, and internal wave trains with wave- The mesoscale feature of primary interest is the
lengths of 2 m were clearly seen in the ice edge genesis, rapid intensification, and movement of
region in SLAR imagery obtained under calm con- low pressure systems (vortices) near the winter
ditions (Ross and Tomchay, 1984). The 1984 data MIZ. These intense arctic lows are of particular
set should yield new and interesting results on the interest for the winter MIZ meteorological pro-
internal wave field under both calm and windy gram, for their role in ice and ocean dynamics, for
conditions. Impact of internal waves on acoustic their causal relationship to sea spray icing on ships
ambient noise caused by convergence and thus and structures, and for their impact on acoustic
bumping of the ice floes, and on acoustic propaga- ambient noise. The microscale features of primary
tion through focusing and defocusing effects, interest are the surface flux of momentum and
should be elucidated by this data set. Results are heat over adjacent ice and open water regions, and
also expected on the interaction of the internal the resulting structure of the adjacent atmospheric
wave field with ice-ocean eddies. and oceanic boundary layers and ice movement.

During winter, wind forcing is expected to be Surface properties as affected by whitecaps arc
much stronger than during summer. Therefore the also a concern.
thrust of the Winter MIZEX internal wave investi- The objectives of the meteorological program

gation will be to study generation of internal are:
waves through wind/ice coupling, as well as to I. To characterize surface layer fluxes (momen-
study the interaction of internal waves with ice- turn, i.e. wind stress, sensible and latent
ocean eddies and fronts. heat) that are responsible for forcing of the

ice and the upper ocean and contribute to
2.2 Meteorolog mesoscale atmospheric cyclogenesis (arctic

Atmospheric forcing is a primary concern in lows) adjacent to the MIZ.
oceanographic, ice dynamics, and acoustic studies 2. To provide time series, at several locations,
of the MIZ. The forcing contributes to acoustic of surface stress values for correlation with
background, to changing the upper part of the MIZ acoustic properties and signatures.
ocean, and hence to sound velocity profiles, to 3. To understand how the vertical and hori/on-
ocean eddy formation and dissipation, and to ice tal structures of mesoscale atmospheric fea-
movement. A number of factors can change the tures are related to the surface boundar-
wind and atmospheric forcing in the vicinity of the condition imposed by the MIZ and s,noptic
MIZ. The transition from pack ice to ocean is scale forcing.
characterized by extreme changes in the surface 4. To improe file ability to relate atmospheric
roughness and temperature. It is also character- features to changing ice and ocean condi-
ized by sizeable changes in the relation between lions remotely slnsed from sturface (rough-
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ness) and tropospheric (cloud) properties. I. Determine typical deformation rates and ice
5. To characterize the sea surface whitecap kinematics in the winter MIZ for compari-

cover and the resulting effect on surface pro- son with model predictions.
duction of aerosol and on emissivity of the 2. Provide time series of ice drift, concentra-
sea surface. tion, and shear for correlation with MIZ

Characterizations achieved in objectives I and 2 acoustic properties and signatures.
from direct measurements will be oriented toward 3. Deduce ice rheological behavior and its role 4-"

the formulation of procedures to estimate the in ice edge advance by examining ice kine-
, forcing of ice and ocean and modification of the matics in conjunction with wind and water

overlying air on the basis of bulk surface and at- stress measurements.
mospheric properties. These will require the appli- 4. Determine mass balance of the ice field in
cation of exchange (drag) coefficients that are de- terms of growth rates for different thickness-
pendent on surface layer stability, ice conditions, es and the effects of ice deformation on

,. and atmospheric boundary layer depth. growth rates.
Insights achieved in objective 3 as to the role of Due to its almost constant motion, air/sea ex- - -

* the MIZ on horizontal and vertical variations of changes in the MIZ are much different from those
atmospheric dynamic and thermodynamic proper- for a static ice cover. Openings of the ice pack in-
ties are necessary if we are to relate significant at- crease the open water and hence support rapid ice
mospheric forcing to unique properties of the growth, even while thicker ice may be melting. As
MIZ. The generation and maintenance of meso- a consequence, the dynamics of the ice cover itself'
scale lows are influenced by horizontal and verti- may play a critical role in determining how rapidly
cal structures of momentum, temperature, and ice is frozen or melted. Analysis of the momenttm
moisture fields. The mesoscale features influenced balance of this system shows ice kinematics to le a
by surface flux can change the responsible surface balance between surface currents, winds, and ice
boundary motion near the edge and in floe break- interaction, with surface gravity waves also pla.-
up throughout the MIZ. ing a very major role as the edge is approached. As

Improvements gained in objective 4 in interpret- discussed in Section 2. 1, Oceanography, the kine-
ing present and near-term satellite remote sensing matics are also critically affected by the boundary
data are necessary if qualitative and quantitative layer drag in the ocean, which in turn can te af-
descriptions of relevant features are to be avail- fected by melting or freezing. Under comfacting
able. The present multi-faceted explanation of in- conditions the rheology of the ice field can ignifi-
tense cyclogenesis in the MIZ vicinity requires cantly affect the dynamic behavior and probably
knowledge of both surface (ice, surface tempera- also the acoustic signatures. Present models of ice
ture, and vector wind) and tropospheric features. dynamics make use of plastic rheologies (for ex-
Analysis, as well as prediction, of these features ample, Hibler, 1979), which provide a consistent
will require satellite data. way of describing a strong nonlinear resistance to

Knowledge gained in objective 5 will support convergence while at the same time having little re-
the development of physical models of the MIZ sistance to divergence. Under compa:ting ice
that can be sensed remotely. Objective 5 also sup- winds such a rheology also leads to a ,elativelv
ports acoustic modeling of ambient noise in open solid plug flow phenomenon when analyzed in . '.
water adjacent to the ice edge. conjunction with a fine-scale ice edge model (I.ep-

paranta and Hibler, 1985) that tends to be in .-

2.3 Ice physics agreement with summer M IZ observations from
Ice characteristics in the MIZ are dominated by 1983. However, the nature of the plastic yield

dynamic and thermodynamic changes, with wave curve and the role of floe bumping may alter this
action playing an important role in both ice mo- traditional view of ice rheology near an ice edge. It
tion near the edge and floe breakup throughout should also be noted that such a nonlinear rheol-
the MIZ. ogy also plays a critical role in seasonal simulation

by keeping ice from building up near the coast and
2.3. Ice dvnanics and still allowing it to drift relatively freely parallel to
therinodvnatis the coast. '.

Objectives in observing the dynamic and ther- Based on studies of granular flow in other
modynamic characteristics of the winter MIZ are media, we expect a plastic-like rheology to be ap-
to: plicable to the marginal ice zone under relatively
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ble. Moreover, since in Winter MIZEX 87/89,
drifting ice stations are planned, this transponder
measurement strategy can be effectively utilized.

a. b. Another necessity is to have a buoy array that
-covers different ice regimes progressively farther

, ', - "away from the ice edge. This is especially needed
.-. to ascertain the difference in melting and freezing

VV-shi . that is predicted in large-scale models.
- {Finally, a much-needed measurement is detailed

monitoring of ice growth and decay, especially re-
garding differences at various thickness levels.

s29 Ju (0800 GMT) Based on analysis of large-scale ice/ocean models
-- 2 Jul (0800 GMT) (tor example, H-ibler and Bryan, 1984), it seems

8 Jul (0800 OMT) likely that considerable melting as well as freezing
may occur in this region. Consequently, the ad-
vance of the ice appears much more complex than""-

N just an advancing thermodynamic freezing line.
Instead, it may well be a situation where deforma-

0 2 4 6 8 lOm tion can shift the growth balance back and forth
very sensitively with possible feedback occurring

via eddies and boundary layer modification that
Figure 7. (a) Configuration of strain array. The may irreversibly alter the balance, If we hope to
triangle is plotted to scale for 29 June 0800 GMT; the understand these oceanic influences at all, it is im-
ship (MI V Polarbjorn) is located at the center point P,
moored to an ice floe, Del Norte units are located at perative that the ablation at different thickness
circled points. Directly measured distances (accurate to levels be carefully monitored and that these meas-
1-2 in) are denoted by subscripted b's and d's, while urements be closely coordinated with the ice de-
distances calculated by triangulation (less accurate formation program.
depending on geometry) are denoted by subscripted s 's.
(b) Configuration change of the triangle over the 2.3.2 tce and surface wave studies
period of the experiment. The scientific objectives of the surface gravity

wave and ice program are as follows:
compact conditions with contact stresses as the I. To determine the contribution that surface
main transfer mechanisms. Under more dilute gravity waves make to the force balance near
conditions, collision-induced rheologies may be the ice edge in winter.
more applicable. Theoretical models of such rhe- 2. To measure surface wave activity in relation
ologies (Chen et al., 1986) also predict a highly to the ambient noise spectrum, including di-
nonlinear but relatively weak interaction. Such rect and indirect effects.
theories need to be expanded to include floe rota- 3. To monitor wave conditions in 1987 with a
tion effects, although it seems likely that rotation view to extrapolation of results into 1989,
effects will not change the stress magnitudes dras- and to enable prediction of the effective pen- Al
tically. What seems more to the point and particu- etration distance for the positioning of the
larly necessary is an understanding of the transi- 1989 ice camp. In 1989 waves will also be
tion from rapid to slow granular flow. monitored to provide a warning to the camp

An especially valuable measurement for exam- if seas off the edge intensify markedly.
ining these rheologies is precise deformation meas- 4. To support aircraft and Space Shuttle re-
urement over a 20-km region at (preferably) about mote sensing overflights that use SAR
8 locations, together with current and wind meas- and/or radar altimetry to measure waves re-
urements at, say, 3 of these sites. Such measure- motely. This will be done by deploying wave
ments allow a direct estimation of rheology by buoys near the ships involved in the study.

d statistical methods, while at the same time pro- 5. To investigate changes in an incident surface
viding an indirect measure versus the deformation gravity wave field due to the presence of the
at the current meter sites that can be estimated ice edge and eddies in particular.
from different rheologies. The measurement strat- 6. To study bumping events in the MIZ at short
egy pursued in summer MIZEX 83 (see Fig. 7) period, and to provide time series for corre-
during the drifting phase was particularly valua- lation with acoustic event signatures.
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There are three main external forces affecting process. As such, the extent to which the wave in-
MIZ kinematics at the mesoscale and smaller: sur- fluence compares with currents and winds in con-
face currents, winds, and surface gravity waves, trolling motion will depend on the periods of the
The former two contributions exert their influence incoming sea and swell and on their respective
over the entire MIZ and depend to a great extent amplitudes. Short waves are more likely to be re-
on the surface and underside roughness character- flected than long, but since they are also liable to
istics of the floes in a particular region. The sur- be of lesser height, waves in the range of 3- to %
face gravity wave effect is most important in the 10-sec periods (and possibly beyond) may all con-
immediate vicinity of the ice edge. Since it will de- tribute.
pend on the sea state off the ice edge and on floe The floe size distribution within the MIZ is de-
size distribution, the ice edge band over which sur- termined principally by surface gravity waves en-
face waves exert an appreciable influence in the tering and traveling into the pack. En route, the
force balance is variable. In summer, when the waves are attenuated by scattering, impactive col-
wave climate is undoubtedly less harsh than in lisions between adjacent ice floes, hydrodynamic
winter, the band of action is narrower. Its contri- losses (mainly wave-induced turbulence in the
bution to ice kinematics in summer will probably water column), and by hysteresis losses due to ice
be limited to a zone of some 10-20 km from the ice floe flexure. Sufficient data exist for the Fram
edge. In MIZEX 83/84, for instance, waves de- Strait in summer and the Bering Sea in winter (e.g.
tected at more than 25 km penetration lacked suf- Fig, 8) to enable a fair prediction of wave energy
ficient intensity to contribute to the force balance. to be made at any point within the MIZ when the
In the Bering Sea winter MIZEX, on the other floe size distribution and concentration and the
hand, significant wave energy was measured on spectral character of sea and swell off the ice edge
several occasions well inside the interior zone of are known. Then throughout the MIZ it is a rela-
the MIZ, especially when storms led to high seas tively simple matter to establish whether or not
off the ice edge. local ice floes will break up due to the wave action.

Gravity wave contribution to the force balance The problem does not stop there, however, for
is due to the radiation stress imparted on isolated once fracture has begun the floe size distribution is
floes or lines of floes from the wave reflection changed, with the result that the local wave inten-
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sity field alters and break-up can continue. Even- cessful, directional modification of wave spectra
tually, some steady-state MIZ morphology is at- at the ice edge, especially in the presence of an ed-
tained, which persists until the wave conditions in dy field, must be fully understood.
the open sea intensify. It is also worth noting that Although the extent to which MIZ kinematics
the wave-scattering process is two-dimensional: and ice floe size distribution are influenced by
thus the directional composition of a surface gray- waves is reasonably well understood in theory,
ity wave field penetrating the MIZ will be marked- and some data exist for the Fram Strait during
ly altered by the ice (Fig. 9). Similarly, reflection summer, there is a singular lack of data outside
of the incident sea and swell at the ice margin lead the summer months. In the Greenland Sea in win-
to confused seas in the waters off the edge. In the ter, for example, there are very few data available
presence of eddies, surface currents change direc- on wave climate, and those that have been collect-
tion over relatively small spatial scales, with a fur- ed are from farther south than an experiment
ther distortion of the incoming waves due to cur- planned for the Fram Strait region of the Green-
rent/wave interaction. The modification of the land Sea would wish. Furthermore, much of the
surface gravity wave spectrum by eddies presents data may be unreliable, since extrapolation has
an interesting avenue of research that has not yet been used in their derivation (see for example Fig.
been addressed. If parameterization of surface 10). An exception is a ship-borne wave recorder
waves in the various numerical models is to be suc- study by the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences,
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Figure 10. Accumulated frequency distribution of height-period comnbinations, and directional distribution of
periods of surface waves for various areas in the A rctic and subarctic. These data are based on a limited number of1
observations. (With modification from U.S.N. Ilydrographic Office, 1958j )
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Figure 11. Drift tracks of four transponders during MIZEX 84.

which took place in the North Atlantic off the are also available from an upward-looking echo
southern coast of Greenland. Loosely speaking, sounder study carried out from a submarine by
these data indicate an expected result, namely ex- Wadhams (1978) in February-March 1971 at 790
tremely harsh winter conditions in the winter to 80'N. His data show seas and swell arising
Greenland Sea, with predominant swells of long mainly in the south. Amplitudes were variable,
period deriving from the south to southeast quad- but on occasion very high; swells tended to be
rant. Some wave data on the winter Greenland Sea long. The possible presence of arctic lows causing ,,;
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off-ice winds up to 70 knots must also not be for- 2.4 Remote sensing
gotten. With a sea/swell running from the south The Winter MIZEX remote sensing studies will
to southeast, and winds blowing oppositely, we focus on the use of active and passive microwave
would expect extremely steep seas to occur, remote sensors, since they permit observation of

As with waves, few data are available on ice ocean and ice surfaces independent of solar illumi-
conditions. There have been no winter Fram Strait nation, clouds, rain, and snow. Remote sensing is
experiments that have assessed the morpho-geo- both a tool and a scientific discipline. As a tool,
metric characteristics and thickness of the floes remote sensing techniques will be utilized to pro-
making up the MIZ, either remotely by means of vide geophysical information on ice and ocean
over-flying aircraft or by in situ ship-borne stud- areas within the MIZ. Such observations have the
ies. Furthermore, because of darkness and cloud potential to provide data on a wide variety of phe-
cover, winter satellite data are limited. nomena such as the detection of eddies, fronts,

upwelling areas, internal waves, gravity waves, -
2.3.3 Ice physics and ambient noise and ice thickness. Remote sensing is the only way

The ultimate behavior of the MIZ under the ac- to obtain mesoscale synoptic coverage of these
tion of meteorological and oceanic forcing, in- phenomena at sufficiently high spatial resolution.
eluding the action of surface gravity waves in the These remote sensing data may provide a better
band near the ice edge, is of critical importance to understanding of the physical processes that con-
numerical modelling studies, including those relat- trol the MIZ.
ing to ambient noise. We require knowledge of the The objectives of the remote sensing program
deformation and motion of the ice field over a arc to:
period of many da\s (more than 20 x inertial peri- I. Verify the capability of remote sensing to de-
od) and oser a well-sampled spatial area, if correcl tect MIZ features such as ice and ocean ed-
parameteri/ation of floeIfloe interaction, and dies, internal and gravity waves propagating
thus of a suitable NIZ rheology and ambient noise into the ice, and ice field characteristics
tor the ssinter months, is to be obtained, under \\inter conditions..

Although some success has been achieved in 2. Provide preliminary information in real time
measuring MIZ deformation during previous to ships and ice camps, and final data rec-
MIZEX campaigns (e.g. Fig. I1), no data exist for ords to workers in other disciplines, on the
the Fram Strait in winter. Without such a data set location, evolution, and motion of the MIZ
\we can only guess at the nonlinear flow character- features, including data on ice type, si/c
istics of a marginal ice /one medium. It is there- distribution, and concentration.
fore an important requisite of any marginal ice 3. Quantify the relationship between the micro-
/one research program that ice field deformation ssase ocean and ice signatures and atmo-
be monitored, as well as the forcing due to wind, sphCric boundary layer conditions.
current, and incident seas. The optimal measure- 4. Combine radar altimetry and SAR data %%ith
nient program would allow a large number of sta- surface wase dynariics measurements to
tions to be tracked to good accuracy over a long characterie gravity waves a, the\ propagatc
period of time, and would enable the long-period into the ice.
strains and strain rates to be found and compared 5. leiermine ice type and/or ice thickiris wt Ii
to the output of various numerical models subject- emphasis on the effects of nilias and ,,ios-
ed to similar forcing. cosor characteristics on acti\c and pa,,isc

I ong-period sirains and strain rates and their micro\asc signatwlies.
drising stresses are important ito lit overall ensel- 6. (ombine acti\e and passie micro"asc
ope statistics of anbient noise lesels. However, lleasuremlents to ascertain s hlehr addition-
the periods measured cannot be linked directly to al ucoph\sical informalion a ou the %,,inctr
ice cracking events. Most noise is generated by MI/ can he obtained.
shorter period stresses modulated by the ice defor- 7. 1 \plore le" rciiote sensing rechniqtnc,, in-
mation. An example would be the increased ice Ciliding SAR phasC lld impulsC rtdar ciCttx-
humping caused by a It1- to 25-sec swell entering a unrencnt,, to ohbtain ice tihiickns cs.
cons.ergent ice field. For this reason it is also ir- 8. I aLuatc Ic SAR cor pie imacc chah ..Ce
portant to monitor tie shorter period motion of istrc, (pha,,e arid infn,,eNif\) to obtain i,.c
the iridisidual ice floes. otcar kinemaric irrformatiorn.
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(Fig. 4).

Remote sensing imagery obtained from satel- distributions, and ice type discrimination (seec also
*lites (Nimbus-7 SMNIMR and NOAA-8 AVHRR) Section 2.1).

during k~l/FX 83/84 were used to map tile gener- E~ddies seen iii AVHRR iniagerN hase also been
* al location of the ice edge as %%ell as many' ice edge observ-ed on SAR images of the Sil1.. H nne 4 ik a

features, such as eddies, in the entire [rain Strait, mosaic of' the tI-band (23.5-cm ss aselength) data
* These data %ere invaluable in monitoring the tern- collected on 5 July 1984. The three eddics cleat I\

poral evolution of the NI 1/ and provided a synop- observed onl thle Mosaic (,,ee lie. 12 lot anl iter-
tic context for various ice/ocean phenomenao- peirky eeas bee onl thle 4 .111i'

* served during the experiment. They ssere also use- AVI IRR infrared image. Note front thle biloss-nps
ful in determining propagation of eddies, ineteor- in Fig. 4 that individual ice floes canl be iesolsed
ological condition, and motion of large (5 km or onl the 3-in resolution radar dta. I hese eddies ate

*more) ice floe,,. Sequences of high-resolution pats- \itsible oil thle S,5R data because striakc curtentw
sis e micros as e and radar imager\ Obl ained from asilCiiiL ss ith thle edd a it all 11id C~loisohda t

* aircraft e-sery te%% days os er a period of 7 " cks (due to ciiriet it har) otnall (50- ito 50(-n) f loes, 0
a lso) monitored tenmporal Changes in) Nll/ condi - ice. 11" hese sall floes. skhinch ss e brok en np 11tl

% lion Ithat were import ant to studies, of icc-ocean larger floe" h\ s as c act 1ott. alte inl Icit ctulnta:c
eddies, the propagation of grail 5 a e ito thle current difi ers that ate sets btliehr liladi Ici ic-
te, ice kinematics, ice conceit rilllonl floe si/c tors to tilie S SR
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The SAR has also detected eddies in the ice-free the data indicates the wave energy is dissipated
ocean areas adjacent to the ice edge. In MIZEX quite quickly by the small individual ice floes col- ,.

83. an ice tongue structure and trapped polar melt liding with each other. The SAR did not observe
water, indicating the presence of an eddy, was ob- any gravity waves in the ice that were more than 25
served by a SAR to the north of the Molloy Deep km from the ice edge. Whether this same wave
over a 4000-m bathymetric depression. The SAR energy dissipation occurs in the winter MIZ is a
image obtained on 11 July across the melt-water key objective of the proposed 1987 and 1989 ex-
boundary shows an area of low backscatter in the periments.
cold water region. Coincident with SAR data col- Internal waves located both in ice-free areas of
lection, in situ ship measurements of air and sea the MIZ and within the pack were observed by the
temperature and wind speed and direction across SAR and SLAR. Open water internal waves are
the melt-%% ater/Atlantic water boundary showed a observable due to surface current straining of the
water temperature change of 0.5 °C to 3.5C (thus SAR ocean Bragg wave (Alpers, 1985), sshile the
confirming the presence of the eddy) with an air internal waves within the ice are visible via the
temperature of' 1.5 C'. Wind speed was 4 m s same mechanism as the eddies. that is, differential
from 028 . Previous studies of the Gulf Stream surface current,, cause small ice floes to align
boundary has e demonstrated that SAR can detect thclselves to tile surface current field.
fronts and eddies due to changes in backscatter l)irig \il/IN 83 84, aircraft SAR, SI AR.
caused b, variations in atmospheric stability as dll IMN1I data % cre cx.aluated to determiinc ice
\Nell as current ,hear (Ross, 1981). A possible c\- t\ pCs and thins to iiiet ice thickness. The stud ot
planarion for the features in the SAR MIZ image ,Ilmlc data indicated that, dic to ,no\\ v, cinc,,,.
is the presence of a stable atmospheric boundary icc t pc based solct\ on uicros\axc siLilatl ic (S-a1,
laycr oser the cold melt-water region that sLIp- halrd to almnlost impossible to detcrmine on da\ ,""
pf ,,sd capillary and ultra-grasity wa-ve forma- MxhC l t' e t clln p lttrc \sa' nau t) (. \VilltCl,
lion, resulting ill low radar backscatter. This sta- Lile It dcildscd tCC- C! t.c.OMct iut ill tie s , , .

hilit, question, and how the stability affects the ot,,ts a more p oniising cx ionllellt to coinlltlt.
SA R backscattcr return, is still under study in the Io purstc ice t3 pc idcntification and direct Incas-
Winter \I1/I-X program. teluicIt of ice thiickncss. lPassise n ii-cro\%axc tech-

A number of eddies were extcnsi ely ,sa-truthed niqus ha, e a demonstiraed potential to ideitl i-
durin, .I/I-X 84 ssith the aid of SAR imagery. first-year. open \ater. aid niultivcar ice ill \iitcr
The SAR real-time output inages were used to re- ((iloersen et al., 1978). Howe\Csr. ac lic uilclo
locate tile center ot the eddic,, anid ships and air- x.x c dcx ices such as tle SAR has c iiot been ti I
craft x, crc directed to them so complete tenipcra cici!itlv \alidalcd \%ith icspcct to classili i, i c
ltre. salinitx,+ and dcnsit, profiles could be ob- types. For example, one question is whether the
taincd. SAR can discriminate new grease ice and nilias

In addition to providing mesoscale information from calm areas of open water. And ahhough
on ice-edge and eddy formation, the SAR has also winter ice type signatures are well documented for
been used to proside detailed high-resolution in- central Arctic regions, tile existing electromagnetic
formation via manual interpretation of the digital scattering models for SAR ice need to be tested for
SAR data (for example, see Fig. 12). Manual in- winter MIZ conditions using in situ observations
terpretation, of the mosaics from each day's flight obtained coincidentally with remote sensing over-
were based on features observed in the N-band flights. An additional question concerns the use of'
(3-cm sa'.elength) and 1.-band data. These chan- two SAR polarizations and phase differencing to
nels prosidC complementary information: the detect ice thickness directly. The combination of
X-band gives better ice/water contrast and there- active and passive data may provide a means to di- . -

fore good floe definition, whereas the .-band pro- rectly extract ice thickness as vell. These questions
vide, more detail on fcatures swithin the flocs aiid will be addressed during the %%,inter experiments.
on ocean wave features. IViiall\, ice kitll!ratics \ece also sttlidie itu. *." i

fhe high-resolution -SAR and SI AR imager\ \i I/IX tsi lg salcllitC-locatCd billo s, I.adr it ails,-

(French 1I37 and NOAA P3) also pro% ided infor- ponders deployed on ice floes, and active and pas-
mation on gra ity waves. 4k 'nd-generated sea and sise aircraft microwave systems. The [RIN'
,,s&ell gra% ity sxases were observed in both the SAR (CRS SAR and the NRI PNMI aircraft produced
and SI AR MIZI:X 84 data. Initial examination of images of the ice with sufficiently high resolution
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for individual ice features to be recognized. SAR they propagate from the open ocean into the ice
and PMI-derived two-dimensional vector fields pack. With this information, combined with ice
representing ice movement were constructed, field characteristics derived from SAR imagery

The primary objective of the remote sensing ac- and surface measurements of wave dynamics, we
tivity in MIZEX 87/89 will be to determine the ul- can attempt to develop a means to predict gravity
timate capability of remote sensing techniques to wave penetration distance based on remote sens-
provide the winter ocean and sea ice information ing data alone.
discussed above. Special environmental conditions InI meeting the objectives stated above, explora-
exist in the winter MIZ that may either inhibit or (ion of new remote sensing techniques is an impor-
enhance the ability of remote sensors to provide tant factor. Techniques using SAR Doppler infor-
geopirvsicalls ui~clil informaition. t hese special mation, for example, have not been extensively
eriionniental coinditioins include: (1) increased applied to M I Z analyses but have potential for ob-
wind and gravity wave action at the Ml!, which taining more information on eddy currents both in
could either mask the ability of the SAR to detect the open ocean and at the ice edge, and on dis-
eddies or- enhance its ability to defect eddies due ito crimination of nilias and open water. SAR phase
increased ice floe break-uip; (2) low temperatutres analysis and newly -vailable impulse radar tech- .

at the Ml!. which could prevent the SAR fromt de- niques also need to be evaluated with respect to ice
tccting the eddies, (3) increased areal extent of the thickness.
ice, which could cover the eddies with large ice
floes whose drift is no longer dominated by the ed-
dy surface current circulation; (4) cold tempera- 2.5 Avouslies
tures that could inhibit the formiation of' polar Ilire atcoustics objectives fom Winter Nil/1 X 87/'
mnelt water, so eddies in the ice-free areas might 89 may be broadly' divided into 1%%o aricas: the f'itst
not be detected; (5) nilias ice may not be detectable is alibicrit noise, thle second is acoustic tomlov-

by thle SAR; and (6) colder temperatures will en- raplrN and propiagation.
hance the microwave signatures of' the individual
ice floes, thus potentially improving the ability of 2.5. / AI mien~i noi1)1W
thle remiote sensors ito detect ice types. I hie overatll ohjeceiic of tilhe ambiieni lioise pro-

t hese u iicer t am tics li ti nt ito ss iiit c cci iron - g raii is to unrderstarid file nioi se- generat inrg media -
1riCrital consideratis neccessitale t lwo-rha~e r-c- nrisins of fihe %Iil il e frequencY range from) 1)
rio sensinge program. I hie firsit. in 1987, m-otrld II/ ito 20 kit/, s% itlr particuilar emphasis onl ice-
tic a pi ograitl Of 11Oiodet scope to decioust rate that OCeanl Ceddy -related phenomena and ot her LI-NaiilC
remiote sensing can pros ide useful geophyvsical iii- effects, incliuding those peculiar to winter. filhe
orriralior i dring tile ss inter iii particular. ini ideu1- specific objectiscl es ae stimmflari/ed ats tolloss :

llinf rg tile ice and ocean ed~dies. 1)urring tile 1987 I . Fo characteri/e irantinatis cl% thle sescrail
C\e x peri eu. t ie rein one Ssi ig. dciion si rilt i on \%ill 11C~iichaiiSilis Of edkd \- i ri tred noi se tald ia
he pur skied specifically tiiihiir synt lict ic aperit nrc eo
radari iniager v frorit tire polar -orbiting Space Shut- 2. 1o detiiie thle importanice of eddyI\-
Ice. I irese Images. genleratecd an s ill- ing incidence iniduced noise %% ti respect to all other Nil1/
angles. \% ill lhe asailahlc fromr tire retlight of tlie iriecharrismns. for esaripie. ice coilpactiors
SIR-11 mrission, \%ich %\ ill pros ide u to ito i os ci -arid disergerre. and cracking dfile to gra ii\-
flights, of tile M IZI:X area per day for a I t)-day Nxas es and internal ss as s. (See H-g. 13 as air
period during the experiment. The second year. exarriple of initrnal wases t hat, thrrough pei
1989, would utili/e tire remote sensing iiiforria- iodic hanidinrg of ice floes, call cause noise
tion to suipport acoustic arid oceanographic exper- %ia t'irnipinrg.-
iierts as well as to pursue the remoie sensing sci- 3. lo Corit inrue to Luaitlifs all relevant ice-
circe objectives,. related troise-gerrerat irg mlechraiisrils.

Cormbinirng measuiremnts obtined by remrote 4. To explore tire feasibility of" inversion: for
sensors and stirface mieasuremnirits is imiportarit, exairiple. can noise iricasriremits lead to at
riot only ito (let ermiine an opt iimurrm eiot sensing furndarmenital description of ice fractutre t vpesl
criserrible, but also to detelop tire predienis e capa- arid dist ribrit ions?
bilit ies of reriote sensors. An import ant examnple 5. t o inegrate t Iis, knros~edge s% it I past arid
of this iii tire 1987 arid 1989 experirrients will be proposed iiieasuircrieirt programns. including
comibinring radar alt irietrs- arid SA R data ito incats- tlie sunrinricr il/.IX 83 84. tilIe Norwegian
tire thle power spectral deitv of gras it\ s\ as es as P't flight s in 1985 in nine F~rainr Strait Nil!.
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Figure 1 . Event and :tune-dependen spectral density (in dB re I .Pa

and I Hz) observed in MIZEX 84 (unfiltered). This event is hypct/e-
sized to he caused bY floe/floe bumping.

.36 rence rates of such events at least via
1261 production of convergent /divergent ice

6L~2 -. ~ -. bands as shown in Fig. 13.
LU . -. - - Horizontal bumping (giving rise to com-

* 
9

~,~P4A ~ . ~ -. pressive ice failure). An example of an
S - event hypothesized to be due to bump-

86 ing, and observed in MIZEX 84, is
7- shown in Fig. 15.

6gure Wind /current/ pressure gradient/corio-

ad! z)obsre inMZ u failure). Ths mecanis mare- lklyt

lis horizontal forcing (giving rise to ten-
S0 se, flexural, shear, and compressive ice

436 ,

I C 100 100 l aree rTese mschaevents are lieltoi

be important in regions of the MIZ with
Freouenc , Hz high ice concentration.

146 Flotation vertical forcing (giving rise to
3 flexural ice failure). This mechanism

11(! ! pertains to pressure and shear ridging,
which was not observed during summer
experiments and which may not be im-

1 )6 7 7 portant in winter either.
More than one of these mechanisms can con-

tribute to the observed noise field. In an icc-ocean
eddy, for example, we could anticipate increased

oise in regions of higher ice concentrations here
'n incoming gravity waves and/or horizontal pres-
___ sure gradients cause more frequent ice fracture

Similarly, we could anticipate dramatic differ-
iences in noise for on-icc versus off-ice winds. Fig.

Se16 shows MIZEX 84 results in which ma n eventFgr 6.C pceedrnoe t have been averaged. In the top graph tle ice edge
e 1e ee n e (is compacted by on-ice winds and, over most of

fuse ice edge noise (bottom) from MIZEX 84. the frequency range, is about 10 dB noisier than in
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the bottom graph where the edge is diffused by The acoustic spatial and temporal coherence
off-ice winds. will be measured using broadband transient shots

as well as long CW tones in the range from 10 Hz
2.5.2 Acoustic tomography to 3 kHz. These data will provide direct measure-
and propagation ment of the range and Doppler spreading (i.e. the

The propagation environment of the MIZ is one scattering function) of the winter MIZ acoustic
of the most complicated an underwater acousti- channel. Likewise the use of a large array with ele-
cian must deal with. It exhibits strong range de- ment separations to 40 km will provide direct
pendence due to the volume effects of fronts, ed- measurement of the spatial coherence of these sig-
dies, and internal waves, as well as bottom and nals as a function of carrier frequency. Forward
surface interaction, which includes scattering modeling will use direct measurements of sound
from open ocean waters and ice. For the winter velocity over the propagation path and sound
MIZEX the principal objective of the acoustic to- channel characteristics obtained from inversion of'
mography and propagation program is under- tomographic waveform data to explain fluctua-
standing the interaction of the acoustic wave field tions and coherence measurements.
with winter MIZ fronts and mesoscale ice-ocean Ocean acoustic tomography (Cornuelle et al.,
eddies. This interaction includes the spatial and 1985; Ocean Tomography Group, 1982) has been
temporal coherence of the acoustic field and the successfully used for mesoscale eddy delineation
partitioning of acoustic energy in both the water- in the open ocean. In the MIZ, ocean acoustic to-
borne and bottom-interacting paths and/or mography will be used to detect ice-ocean eddies, -.

modes. Central to this interpretation of the propa- up-welling events, and meanders of the West "-
gation data is the wave number analysis afforded Spitzbergen Current. Related plans of others also
by the use of a large aperture array, which is include monitoring of processes in the Greenland
planned for use in Winter MIZEX. A further ob- Sea including gyre scale vorticity and the forma-
jective is to understand the dependence of this in- tion and destiny of Greenland Sea waters (see Scc-
teraction on the important oceanographic observ- tion 3.5).
ables (for example, eddy-induced sound velocity From eddy measurements in MIZEX 83/84,
perturbations and consequent space/time correla- preliminary modeling studies of the ray and mode
tion lengths), both for forward modeling and pre- time delay perturbations due to passage of a MIZa
diction and for inverse methods including time-de- mesosc ale eddy show an average of 5- to 10-ms
lay tomography and full wave (amplitude) inver- changes in travel time over a 150-km path with
sion. The specific acoustic objectives are as fol- useful travel time perturbations of as much as 30
lows: m sec '. These fluctuations will occur over time

I. To understand the observed range and Dop- scales on the order of one day or more and are
pier spreading (scattering function) of the within the capabilities of time delay tomography
winter MIZ acoustic channel. instruments.

2. To understand the observed amplitude and Application of time delay tomography to the ..-

phase fluctuations as well as attenuation and marginal ice zone began with pilot measurements
partitioning of the mean energy. during MIZEX 84 (Spindel, 1985). Tomography

3. To understand the spatial coherence of signals at 220 Hz were transmitted from a fixed
acoustic signals for short separations (I km) bottom-moored source to the drifting MIT/WHOI
to very large separations (400 km). acoustic array (STS), which was deployed in the

4. To invert acoustic propagation data to esti- ice near the M/S Kvithjrn. These measurements
mate sound velocity structure, water temper- reveal important results pertinent to the use of'
ature, vorticity, and heat flux on scales from time delay tomography in the MIZ. The use of'
the gyre scale (100 km) to MIZ eddy and in- drifting receivers resulted in Doppler smearing
ternal wave scales (1-20 kin). and shifts in arrival times of the pulsed signals

5. To investigate the feasibility of using drifting such that identification and tracking of particular
receivers for inversion methods. ray paths or modes was not possible. However,

6. To investigate under-ice scattering at high when the matched filter outputs were stacked rela-
frequencies (10-15 kHz ). tive to a strong first arrival, thus removing the re-

7. To measure sound velocity in the upper sev- ceiver relative motion, a more stable structure

eral hundred meters of the bottom should emerged. Fig. 17 shows the acoustic path and
the camp drift to shallow water where bot- mode arrivals. It represents a coherent average of'

tom interaction will be important, the matched filter outputs and shows that the
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path/mode structure is stable and individual arriv-
als can be tracked when relative source receiver
motion is eliminated. However, this stacking also
removes the time-of-arrival perturbations due to
the intervening ocean dynamics to the extent that
the first arrival is sensitive to these dynamics. For
this data set this first arrival was very sensitive to
these dynamics, thus rendering tomographic in-
version impossible. For these reasons, fixed
moored sources and receivers will be used in
MIZEX 89 in addition to drifting receivers.

Use of sources and receivers deployed on drift-
ing ice for tomography is very desirable for winter
MIZ and deep arctic use, since bottom mooring
and recovery is extremely difficult in ice-covered
waters. Without tomography, sections can be tak-
en only with icebreakers, helicopters, and/or sub-
marines. Each of these poses serious logistical,
cost, and availability problems for any kind of
long-term or wide area synoptic surveys. One tech-
nique for drifting tomography for arctic/MIZ ed-

SI ,.. dy or internal wave measurements would involve
0.00 062 J25 187 2.50 313 375 the use of propagation paths that have little in-

SECONDS teraction with the ocean dynamics of interest for
measuring and extracting source receiver motion,

Figure 17. Each trace represents 23 coherent for example, deep refracted paths using sources at
averages stacked by lining up the first large depths designed to minimize interaction with the
peak of 3.89 sec for a total of 90.6 sec of data upper several hundred meters of the water col-
per trace. The traces represent contiguous data with umn.
the upper trace representing the first 90.6 sec of data, In addition to travel-time-based inversions, full
the trace below it the next 90.6. etc. Note the stable wave inversion or methods involving exploitation vl
arriv'al structure. of acoustic energy partitioning and attenuation

% 0 26
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Figure 18. Predicted acoustic arrivals and measured arrivals, showing need
for models beyond ray acoustics in the strong refractive paths of the upper
part of the MIZ water column.
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will be performed. It can be shown that methods The generalization of these techniques to MIZ sci-
for determining sound speed structure from ence will be very useful.
acoustic transmissions that rely on ray theory are
inadequate for many sound speed profiles ob-
served during MIZEX 83/84 and for those expect- 3. DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL PLANS
ed in the winter MIZ. These methods fail to re- %;7
solve certain areas of the medium that are unsam- To meet the scientific objectives described in
pled in the ray approximation. As an example, Section 2, a comprehensive set of experiments is
Fig. 18 shows predicted arrivals for acoustic trans- planned. The plans and procedures are described
missions used to localize the drifting hydrophone in this section.
sensors of the acoustic array (STS) deployed dur- As emphasized, there is a large degree of inter-
ing MIZEX 83. The solid lines show the arrival dependence between research areas. For example,
times predicted by ray theory; the waveforms the evaluation and analysis of ambient noise in the
show the arrivals predicted by the WKBJ approxi- MIZ is greatly dependent upon simultaneous
mation. The first arrivals are from a wholly re- knowledge of related environmental forcing fields,
fracted path between source and receiver, while including winds, currents, and ice floe accelera-
the second arrivals are for a path that reflects tions. Simultaneous spatial and temporal sampling
from the surface. Note that ray theory predicts no of currents, water temperature, conductivity, vec-
direct arrivals beyond about 1. 1 km. This is due to tor winds, air pressure, and humidity provide con-
a shadow zone created by a low-velocity region in current data for oceanography, meteorology, and
the upper water column. The WKBJ approxima- ice studies essential to the proper understanding of *. .,

tion. however, correctly reveals the direct arrivals the MIZ physical processes. To meet the
and accurately predicts their arrival times. This program's objective of acquiring a broad range of
condition and similar conditions such as double scientific data with simultaneous spatial and tem-
ducts are ubiquitous in MIZ sound velocity pro- poral sampling, the experimenters plan to use a
files. Full wave theory, or at least a high order ap- newly configured sensor buoy named ARAMP
proximation, is needed to describe the measure- (Arctic Remote Autonomous Measurement Plat-
ments adequately. The increasing availability of form). It will be a remote, battery-powered auton-
cheap computer power has made inversion of the omous measurement system capable of concurrent
complete observed waveforms possible for com- sampling of all forms of environmental data, in- .
plicated medium parameters. This can be done eluding ambient noise. Selected measurements will
through iterative forward modeling, with the pa- be telemetered via the ARGOS system for real-
rameter changes needed to bring the predictions time evaluation, and the remainder recorded in the
closer to the observations guided by numerical buoy for periods of up to 3 months. Fig. 19 illus- .-.,,-
partial derivative computations. trates the basic system concept. This sensor plat-

The benefits of full-wave inversion are several: form will significantly reduce the burden on both .
I. Thcre is less need to explicitly comb the data ships and helicopters of obtaining the measure-

for "arrisal,," that can be predicted through ments we have described, while enhancing the
the limited theory applied to tile Iorsard usefulness of the data in correlating and develop- %-e
problem ing understanding of the MIIZ ice/ocean/air proc-

2. Usc of the entire waveform more tightly con- esses and their impact on acoustic ambient noise.
strains the m~rdium parameter estimates. With position information for each deployed

3. All rossible information is extracted from ARAMP provided by ARGOS, and with as many
the data, and the best medium-resolution as 70 ARAMPs deployed simultaneously in meso-
possible is obiained for a gisen set of nicas- scale and synoptic scale, an essential level of envi-
urenent locations. ronmental sensing can be reached. Propagation

the cost of this method is, howscer. much and decay of an eddy could, for the first time, be
preater than currentlh employed nelhtods1, and Ihe measured at the ice edge with a spatial grid ade-
data acquisition requirements are also %cry severe. quate to the task. Ambient noise could be corre-
In addition, it is not kno\,n ho%% this ncthod %%ill latcd wvith eddy and surface wave parameters on a
perltor in a temporall. ,.aring medium. Most point-by-point basis, ending the uncertainties in
techniques sitmilar to this hase been applied to our present understanding of the precise mecha-
geoph, ,,ical data that contain measurement noiNe. nism of noise generation. These are just two exam-
hilt \cry, ,seldom1 to sttisica.l iodCl parameter,,. pies of the central nature of the ARAMP data ac-
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RECORDER

25 METERS -CURRENT METER/CTD

75 METERS - HYDROPHONE

150 METERS -CURRENT METER/CTD

500 METERS -CURRENT METER/CTJ

% Figure 19. Conceptual illustration of A RA MP, an automnated, integrated en 'i-
rtinnental measurement svs fern.

quisition system to the Winter MIZEX in I-ram To control and direct the experiment, real-time
Strait. analyses of remotely sensed ice-edge conditions

Observational systems as used in MIZEX East and oceanographic ARAMP and shipboard-ac-
83/84 will also be used in MIZUX 87/89. Indeed, quired observations will be key elements: in locat-
such systems arc still essential. The ARAMP sys- ing and tracking MIZ eddies as well as upwelling
tem is highlighted in this introductory section in and internal wave events. To study these phenom-
part because of its unique potential for obtaining ena requires a time sequence of three-dimensional
concurrent observations, and in part because it is a synoptic mapping of' the scalar and velocity field.
major new instrumentation initiative for the entire in general with 5-km station spacing, as well as of'
research team. the atmospheric forcing fields, ice edge configura-

tion, ice concentration, and ice melt rates. Time- 1

3.1 Oceanography series Lulerian current observations can provide
*Synoptic studies of mesoscale eddies, upwelling information to substantially improve our under-

areas, and internal waves in the Ml! demand a standing of the East Greenland Current-polar
measurement plan integrated with the other disci- front system and associated features such as meso-
plines. Winter weather conditions and the pres- scale eddies. These observations provide values
ence of the ice pack cause considerable logistical for parameters, such as rotation speed and sense,
constraints that make that real-time flexihilitv an propagation, and vertical shear, which can then he
important element of' the operations plan. compared with results from analytical dynamic
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- Table 1. Oceanography measurement systems.

Sensor Platform Observations

Profiling instrments

CTD Ship Salinity, temperature

SeSoar Ship Towed CTD (upper 300 m) t

APS cyclesonde Ice camp Salinity, temperature, relative
velocity (upper 200 m)

XBT Ship/ice camp Temperature (upper 500 m)

AXBT Aircraft Temperature (upper 500 m)

ADCP Ship/ice camp Relative current to 450 m "

Non-profiling instruments

Towed thermistor Ship Sea surface temperature

Thermistor chain Ice camp Temperature, salinity at fixed
levels (down to 300 m)

Aanderaa current meters Bergen Toroid ice camp Ocean current at fixed levels and
temperature salinity (down to
300 m),V

ARAMP Ice floes Ice drift, temperature, salinity.
horizontal velocity at fixed
levels in the upper 500 m

VTS Ice camp and floes Mixed layer/upper pycnocline
surrounding the camp mean and turbulence measure- p "

ment

Wave rider buoys Ice floes/ocean Surface waves
Sofar floats Subsurface floats Lagrangian ocean circulation

VCM Subsurface floats Vertical velocity

Argos buoys Ice floes Ice drift
I...

models to ascertain the dynamics of the features, water off the ice edge. SAR/SLAR, passive micro-
These current observations will be provided dur- wave systems, and visual/IR observations will be
ing MIZEX by taut wire moored current meter ar- used to map the ice edge location and structure
rays that will measure currents at different depths and the surface expression of eddies, fronts, and .%N
along a cross-fronted transect and at a down- internal waves. Vertical current measurements will
stream location. Where possible, these current be obtained from free-drifting floats. The velocity
moorings will be integrated with ARAMP arrays, field will also be measured over a I-yr period by
which are to be deployed as part of the Lagrangian Doppler sonars mounted on ships and ice floes
environmental and acoustics study program. The and by moored current meter arrays combined
moored current meters will be deployed, at a mini- with an acoustic tomography array.
mum, for the duration of the MIZEX field pro-
gram and maybe for as long as 12-13 months. 3. .I Eddy tracking and upiwelling

The measurement/observation equipment for When one or several eddies are located, for cx-
the oceanography program is listed in Table I. ample, via remote sensing, star pattern CTD and
The scalar fields (temperature, salinity, density, Doppler sonar velocity measurements and ice con-
and sound speed) will be mapped by CTD/AXBT/ centrations will be obtained and analyzed in real
XBT/thermistor chains from ice stations, ships, time. One or two eddies will then be "instrument-
ARAMP, helicopters, and aircraft as well as from ed" with the ARAMP system (see Fig. 20) accord-
lowed sensors, such as the Batfish, in the open ing to the initial analyses. The scalar fields, veloc-
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LARGE ICE FLOES COMPACT ICE FIELD theory for ice-ocean eddy generation. In this case
IOn,,, FLOES 20-,100m we will initially carry out hydrographic sections

OPEN
OCEAN perpendicular to the ice edge in a three-dimension-

al pattern, which will be changed to a star pat tern P
if we see that eddies start to develop. In addition,
some of the ARAMP systems will also be deployed
to help track the possible eddy growth.

The oceanographic structure of an eddy as ob-
served during the summer 1984 MIZEX shows
clearly that the strong vertical stratification is
'broken' in its center. This also occurs in ice-edge
upwelling events. If this is also the case during
winter, warmer and saltier water than the sur-
rounding will be exposed to extreme cooling,
which could result in deep convection and bottom
water formation. To investigate deep convection,

* sampling will be carried out with emphasis on the
,-O-OS-E3 ICE ,, DUE vertical flow measured by subsurface floats in the
LOOSE ICE FIELD OUE area of 'broken' stratification as well as on air/
TO EDDY TRANSPORT sea/ice fluxes.

SCALE
0 on * , 3.1.2 Internal wave field

*ACOUSTIC, ENVIRONMENTAL Thle internal wave field will be sampled using
BUOYS the ARAMP buoys. This will be accomplished us-

ing thermistor and thermistor-conductivity chains
in arrays on a scale of a few hundred meters and

tieure 20. Schematic dleploYnent of A RA MPs at current meters in the upper and lower layers. Sam-
* WI i(e-occatt (Wdr. pling periods for both systems will be 2 min, which

is well below the Vaisala-Brunt periods. During
certain time periods high-frequency sampling with

6it fields, ice configurations and concentrations, a CTD system and a Doppler current meter will be
and %kind forcing will be monitored for several added to the regular remote sensing observations.
weeks. It is expected that when strong wind forc- To investigate potential internal wave generation
ing is present, ice motion in the eddy will be domi- caused by the ice cover, complementary data sets
nated by this effect and the instruments will lose will include under-ice characteristics, ice concen-
their tracer function. The ice-ocean eddy will tration, and wind forcing.
probably still be present, but perhaps with a weak- Real-time analysis from remote sensing obser-
er surface signature due to wind mixing. Tracking rations on calm days will give information on the
of one or several eddies for weeks by remote sens- directionality of the internal wave field and the
ing and oceanographic observations should pro- dominant wavelength via ice convergence caused
%ide the basis for a better understanding of the by the internal waves. Furthermore it will give an
energies, propagation, decay. eddy/eddy interac- indication of ice-ocean eddy and internal wave in-
(ion, response to strong wind forcing, and the ed- teraction. This information will be used to posi-
dv role in heat and mass exchanges across the ice tion several ARAMP buoys to explore the effect
edge. of internal waves on ambient noise generation and

Prevailing wind forcing from certain directions to study the interaction between eddies and inter-
%%ill also generate ice edge up s elling. If many ed- nal waves.
dies arc present they %ill also be affected bv the
up,.,%elling as indicated during the NORSIX exper- 3.1.3 Houndarv layer
iment (JohanneNen et al., 1983). Instrumentation for the upper-ocean/ice-ocean

We are also particularl\ interested in studying a boundary layer experiment at the 1989 drift sta-
region where there is up\,elling and where the ice tion include,,:
edge is %',a\ y but \%ithout the presence of an eddy. I. Two inverted masts spaced at least 100 m
This \,ill enable uS to test the Hakkinen (1984) apart near the manned camp with instrument
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clusters at four levels, tentatively 2, 4, 7, and 3. We may deploy the 3-axis diode-laser-Dop-
15 m below the ice underside. Each cluster pier velocimeter developed by Flow Indus-
contains temperature and conductivity sen- tries and tested in MIZEX 84 and AIWEX
sors and three small rotors for measuring 85, for boundary layer studies.
velocity along orthogonal axes. Each sensor An explicit boundary layer program is not in-
is sampled 6 times per second, with data col- cluded in the MIZEX 87 plans.
lection and field processing handled by small
computers. Both frames require open 3.2 Meteorology
(warmed) hydroholes, to allow frequent ad- The field measurements and other data collec-
justment and maintenance. tion efforts in MIZEX 87/89 are being planned to

2. A mobile frame, 6 m long, suspended by provide information on the role of atmospheric
cable, capable of reaching depths of 100 m. forcing on ice, ocean, and acoustic phenomena. ..'k
This frame holds four clusters similar to the Fig. 21 summarizes the data sources, atmospheric
above plus depth and orientation instru- processes, and features according to the scale (mi-
ments. The frame was used successfully in croscale, mesoscale and synoptic scale). The plan
AIWEX 85, and is used for detailed meas- is based on our opinion that the primary scale to
urement of high shear regions not immedi- which the ice, ocean, and acoustic correlation will
ately adjacent to the ice/water interface, be applied is the mesoscale, as indicated in Fig. 2 1.

ICE UPPER OCEAN ACOUSTIC
Distribut ions Features and Signatures

and forcing Eddy occurence and Propagation

Atmospher i.c
Processes/
Desc ription

MICROSCALE MESOSCALE SYNOPTIC SCALE

Surface Layer Fluxes Horizontol Gradients Surface
Temperature

Stability Convect ion'

Air Mass

Radiation Balance Convergence Zones Transformation

PBL Structure Cloud Patterns Upper Level

DATA SOURCES
Existing Network

Ships, Aircraft

Ice Camp

Buoys

Polar Orbiting Satellites

Figure 21. Summary of meteorological measurement structure.
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This is because eddies and Lagrangian description leading up to the genesis of mesoscale features, -
are emphasized in the ocean and ice studies, and even if they occur at distant locations.
spatial variations are emphasized in the acoustic The 1987 field plan will be based on two ice
studies. Therefore, within the limits imposed by ships, which will be at multiple locations within
locations and number of platforms and the exist- and outside the MIZ, one meteorologically instru-
ing meteorological network, the microscale and mented aircraft (with dropsonde capability), and
synoptic scale information will be applied to ob- aircraft remote sensing. The 1989 field plan will be
taining mesoscale descriptions, based on the addition of an ice camp and the addi- %

The field measurements in both 1987 and 1989 tion of a large number of buoy sensor platforms
will make use of several platforms. Shipboard (ARAMPs).

measurements will provide time series of micro- The meteorology measurements/observations
scale processes at different locations. Aircraft to be made from the ship in 1987 and 1989 are list-
measurements will be applied primarily to meso- ed in Table 2. Those ship measurements for which
scale descriptions and at times when distinct meso- an ice location (third column) is identified would
scale features exist in the MIZ vicinity. These fea- only occur when the ship is tied to a floe for up to
tures may or may not occur near the ship loca- 6 hr. The meteorological measurements to be
tions. It is expected that continuous sampling with made from the open-ocean ship as listed in Table 2
the ship will be useful in characterizing conditions will be taken from instruments mounted on the

Table 2. Ship measurements/observations.

Ship/ic(,'

Sens$or!SYstein Measured locations *

Anemometer/vane Average wind speed/ Bow mast
(to be selected) direction Ice mast

Ice tower

Radiation shielded and Average temperature Bow mast
aspirated platinum wire Ice tower
thermometer

Hygrometer (to be Average humidity Bot mast
selected)

Sonic anemometer with Wind and temperature, Bo% mast
thermometer fluxes, spectral properties Ice mast

Radiometers Long, short, and total Ship deck
downward radiation

Acoustic sounder Wind profiles (ice only), Ice surface
inversion levels, turbu- Ship deck
lence intensities

Barometer Atmospheric surface Ship lab
pressure

Aerosol probes Coarse suspended partic- Ship deck
late matter

Radiosonde Wind. temperature, and Ship deck
(Omega NAVAID) humidity profiles (2-4, daO

Hourly observations Sky conditions, visibilitN. Ship bridge

sea or ice conditions,
precipitation

Boxw mast-Instruments are mounted on a boomi e\ellding tordaw

3 m from the torssard mast at a height of about 18 rn.

Ice mast-3-m tower \s h cros bar tor instruments.
Ice lt\ser-(-ni io%%er with four aind-sped and temperature lce e1k
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ship. The aircraft meteorological measurements vulnerable than eddy flux methods to errors intro-
are listed in Table 3. The measurements that will duced by airflow distortion around the ship. This .

% be made at an ice camp and wiih buoys (1989) are method can be continued even if ice conditions are
in Table 4. unsuitable for deployment of the mast on the ice,

Procedures for microscale and mesoscale inves- and so can provide data even in broken or loose
tigation are described in the following sections. pack ice.

To relate surface stress data on the ice to ice sur-
3.2. / Microscale exyperimental plan face roughness, leveling lines along the upwind di-
(surface fluxes) rection will be surveyed for up to 500 m. These

Ice-hardened ships will be used in both 1987 and will be compared with several airborne laser pro-
1989. In 1987, the ship will operate in both ice and file lines flown in the same direction and as close
ice-free regions. In the ice, wind stress, heat flux, as possible (a few tens of meters) to the survey
and evaporation will be estimated using eddy flux line. Comparisons will also be made between the

. (direct), profile (less direct), and dissipation (indi- aircraft and ship wind stress and heat fluxes mcas-
rect) measurements. To accomplish this, portable ured by eddy correlation and indirect methods by

. masts will be set on the ice 50 to 100 m from the having the aircraft fly several passes in the vicinity
ship, with cables carrying data back to the ship. of the in-ice ship. This would most likely occur in
For comparison, dissipation method measure- conjunction with an aircraft flight in the vicinity
ments will also be made at a carefully selected lo- of a mesoscale feature. If the feature is at another
cation at the bow of the ship, when the ship is fac- location, comparison can be made between the
ing into the wind. This method is considerably less two. These microscale comparisons between sur-

Table 3. Aircraft meteorological measurements.

System Measured

Omega drop windsonde Wind, temperature, humidity
profiles

Infrared radiometer Sea and ice temperature

Gust probe Fluxes of momentum,
temperature, moisture

Profilometer Surface roughness

Table 4. Ice camp and ARAMP buoy measurements/
observations.

SY'stoe .,a.sured 1 oalons

Ancmometer/sane Average vind speed. Ice camp
direction ltio,

Shielded thermometer Aeragc temperature Ice camp
Iluo%

Hygrometer Aerage humiditN Ice camp

Radiometer% Long, short, and total Ice camp

downward radiation

Barometer Atmospheric pressure Ice camp
Buo',

Radiosonde (Omega Wind. temperature, and Ihc cadmp s'

NAVAID) humidity profiles (2/da\)

3-hr observations Sk' conditions, sisibilits Ice camp
precipitation
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face and aircraft data %%ill bc valuable in interpret- I he relative roles of tipper level dynamic and
ing the ice roughness and fluxes derived from the surface layer thermodynamic forcing on the gene-
same aircraft covering meso- and synoptic-scale sis, intensification, and movements of the system
areas, require data from the ships, the space shuttle, and

With the exception of the profile and eddy flux the synoptic network.
measurements on the ice, the open-ocean ship will The shipboard, ice camp, and ARAINlP incas-
perform tile same measurements as the ice ship urenents will provide time series and reference
(see Table 2). The flux estimates for the open- points for aircraft mesoscale data interpretation.
ocean ship wsill be based on dissipation methods. These sill be from both the open-ocean ship and
At present, hese methods are most succesful for the ice ship. Both ships and the ice camp .ill .-
the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate and, launch radiosondes at 0000 and 1200 (iNIT daily,
hence, Surface stress. There is a possibility of and w, ill record cloud conditions hourly. This sam-
measuring humidity .ariance di'sipation rates but pling frequency could be increased if a mesoscale
not temperature variance dissipation rates. [sti- sysem \were in tile %icini and conditions per-

mates of surface fluxes of temperature and humid- milted radiosonde deployment.
its at the open-ocean ship will rely primarily on Acoustic sounders will be used to monitor con-
established parameterizations. Measurements of tinuously the turbulent intensity profiles and in-
average wind, air and water temperature, and hu- version height at both ships as well as the vector
miditv \will be made at the bo\ of the ship along %kind profile at the ice ship.
%% ith fluxes of solar and long-%sa.c radiation, Rou- High-resolution photography from the SI R-B
tine recording of ocean wshilccap co erage \%ill be reflight in 1987 %k ill provide valuable information
made in the open-ocean ship using cameras in oil the evolution of clouds associated with ineso-
heated shelters and strobe s\stens. Whitecap de- sctale features at the MIZ. The coordination of the
cay times will be detecmincd usingg a video system Shuttle meteorology-observing program is provid-
and a high intensity lamp. ed by l)r. C. Wash at the Naval Postgraduate

School, Monterey, California. As such, he per-
3.2.2 ,te~sa.scale eperimental plan forms pre- and post-mission briefings to Shuttle

Both ships and aircraft will contribute to the crews, and interprets photographic records from
mesoscale descriptions. The aircraft program %%ill each flight. He will be a participant in the MIZEX
be performed from the NOAA P3 operated for 87/89 planning and analysis stages.
scientists at NOAA F RL. PI , 1oulder. Colo-
rado. The primary field effort to obtain the de- 3.2.3 Sinoptic scale plans
scriptions will be with the aircraft and %kill consist Synoptic scale descriptions will be obtained
of measurements at several levels along tracks de- from the existing observation network (Fig. 22),
termined by the location and orientation of the from polar orbiting meteorological satellites
mesoscale feature and of selective deployment of (NOAA, Tiros-N, and DMSP systems) from the
drop \% indsondes. The mesoscalc features of most SIR-B reflight in 1987 and from additional surface "
interest are the low% pressure systems that have and radiosonde data obtained in the MIZ field
been observed in the vicinity of the ice edge. These program. These data will be used to obtain three-
storms are often most intense south of the MIZ re- dimensional fields of the synoptic scale patterns
gion in the area between Bear Island and the influencing the MIZ mesoscale features, surface
northernmost coast of Norway. Hence, aircraft geostrophic flows, upper level waves, and associ-
measurements may be taken some distance from ated baroclinic zones.
the ship measurements. The initial fields for development synoptic pat-

Mesoscale properties to be described by .'e air- terns \%ill be modified by incorporating other col-
craft measurements are the horizontal and vertical lected data. The basic analyses will be those pro-
gradients of heat and momentum fluxes, ctlor duced by national arid international forecast anal-
wind temperature, arid humidity over horizontal vsis centers. The procedures for utilizing the addi-
spacings of 2-5 km and vertical spacing of 20-50 tional data obtained during the experiment (radio-
m. These descriptions will be obtained vith air- sondes, surface winds) in the real-time polar fore-
craft-mounted sensors and the drop vindsondes. casts have yet to be established. These could con-
Previous successful P3 aircraft studies (Shapiro et sist of reanalyses based on initial data and on ad-.-..'Z

al., 1986) of these relevant features will guide the ditional fields using schemes developed by the cen-
design of the MIZEX 87/89 efforts. ters.
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tions is the ability to measure ice deformation at air temperature, cloudiness, snow depth, and radi- -..0
30 or more locations on this time scale. The rapid ation fluxes at the upper surface. ,.

temporal sampling rate and dense spatial sampling
will allow the use of spatial sub-arrays for estima- 3.3.2 Ice and surface wave studies
tion of the spatial variability of ice deformation The Winter MIZEX experiments planned for %

processes. This should allow the resolution of ef- 1987 and 1989 have a stated requirement to collect
fects on ice motion of phenomena such as short- detailed wave measurements outside and inside the
period (30-min), 2-km wavelength internal waves ice edge with the following aims:
that have scales too small for other measurement 1. To quantify wave-generated acoustic noise
methods, but are observed on SAR images. The in the presence of pack ice; incoming waves
tracking system allows estimation of strain rates to will contribute to the spectrum of ambient
periods shorter than 20 min. In addition to the noise detected at any location in the MIZ
estimation of strain parameters with periods through floe/floe collisions, wave-induced
greater than 10-20 min, dynamic modeling of the fracture events, capsizing of ice floes due to
ice field allows us to estimate and/or bound driv- wave erosion, and turbulence introduced by
ing forces and energy input to the ice motion. If the penetrating sea.
this is coupled with under-ice current and wind 2. To determine the radiation pressure effect of
stress measurements on a scale similar to the array intense winter surface gravity waves and to
size, then air/sea/ice interaction models may be relate its magnitude to other forcing mech-
verified. anisms in the MIZ.

Ice deformation over a 10-15 km scale will also 3. To collect sufficient wave data in 1987 to en-
be measured in 1989, if possible, with use of up to able a reasonable estimate to be made of the
7 ARAMP systems. Each ARAMP would have to conditions likely to be met in 1989. It is
have positional accuracy better than that of the planned to deploy an ice camp surrounded
ARGOS system, and GPS possibilities are present- by a grid of acoustic instruments (STS) in
ly being investigated. Principal uncertainties with 1989, which will gradually drift towards the
GPS are associated with unit cost and availability edge region, crossing an eddy en route, we
for ground systems with the requisite resolution. hope. Ideally, the array should survive for 30

Opportunities for the use of the Del Norte days and not break up through wave action.
transponder system for measurement of ice defor- The 1987 wave climate experiment will help
mation, as in MIZEX 83/84, are virtually zero. A to design the correct configuration relative
ship would have to maintain station within radar to the ice edge.
range (30 km) of the Del Norte array, but present 4. To provide surface truth for aircraft and
measurement plans call for the ice ship to be con- Space Shuttle overflights.
tinuously occupied with various transects. (A Del 5. To study directional wave spectral evolution
Norte array could be used at the ice camp in 1989, within the MIZ and especially in the presence
but the acoustic sensor tracking system there pro- of eddies.
vides the desired data anyway.) In addition to these wave climate aims there is

The mass and heat budgets will be monitored by an acoustical need to monitor floe/floe interaction
means of top and bottom ice ablation measure- over short periods and a modeling requirement to
ments, radiation measurements, and thermistor- study deformation.
based temperature measurements in the upper few Various wave climate experiments are envis-
meters of the ocean. In particular at the 1989 ice aged. In 1987 it is important that wave climate be
camp, we have in mind a very modest program established for correct planning of the full 1989
that will provide basic information on changes in experiment. Directional wave measurements
the state of the ice and the reasons for these should take place from the ship at the ice edge on a
changes. Our primary emphasis will be on condi- routine basis at all CTD stations, and in detail in
tions at the ice/water interface. We plan to install support of any remote sensing flights by aircraft
electric thickness gauges and thermistor arrays at or Space Shuttle. The remote sensing plan recom-
several locations in the vicinity of the ice/ocean mends that a novel symbiosis of instruments be in-
boundary layer experiment. In addition, we might cluded: namely a SAR and radar altimeter used
instrument several sites on an adjacent floe if it concurrently. The SAR provides wavelength char-
were significantly different from the primary floe. acteristic and directionality, the altimeter signifi-
We would couple this with routine information on cant wave height and average period. Ground
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truth for this valuable pair of sensors is important, the kinematic data collected by the acoustic array.
and would be obtained using a pitch-roll buoy Floe size distribution and concentration will be
along transects to acquire directional characteris- found from helicopter-borne aerial photography,
tics of the sea off the edge. Within the ice cover and ice thickness from coring, or better from im- ,

similar data would be collected. In addition to pulse radar measurements, it this system proves
wave forcing, ice floe size distribution, concentra- effective. Priority measurements designed to pro-
lion, and thickness would be obtained from aerial vide surface truth to data collected from overfly- .4

photography carried out from helicopter when ing remote sensing aircraft will also be made in tile
available and by coring. It is also possible that an context of verifying remotely obtained wave par-
impulse radar presently being tested in the Wed- ameters, kinematic ata, and the morpho-geomet-
dell Sea, Antarctica, will be used to obtain ice tic characteristics of the ice field. The data set is
thickness. intended to enable full parameteri/ation of the

In 1989, a more sophisticated series of wave ex- wave intensity effects that lead to ambient noise
periments is planned to measure ocean waves in generation in the winter Fram Strait MIZ.
relation to ambient noise generation, MIZ kine-
matics, ice floe break-up, and consequently to floc 3.4 Remote sensing
size distributton modification. Ice kinematics will Both active and passive microwave as well as
be measured using an acoustic array surrounding visible and infrared remote sensing systems will be
the ice camp as described in Section 3.3. In paral- utilized during Winter MIZEX. Due to weather
lei, wave measurements will be collected routinely and solar illumination considerations, tile empha-
from the open-ocean ship, using pitch-roll buoys, sis for MIZEX 87 and 89 will be on the use of ac-
and from the ice-edge ship, using similar or alter- tive and passive microwave sensors. The sensors to
native directional wave buoy instrumentation. Ie used in the Winter MIZEX program include):

Three-axis accelerometer units will be used to imaging radar (both SAR and S[AR); microwave
monitor waves and floe bumping events at a large altimeters; impulse radar; microwave scatterom-
number of sites within the MIZ associated with eters; visible; infrared, and nicrovasc radiom-
both the STS array and eddies near the edge (ac- eters; XBTs; aerial photography; and dielectric
celerometers arc also part of the ARAMP buoy), constant measuring devices.
The units will have sufficient bandwidth to satisfy Fig. 23 summarizes tile proposed coordination
ambient noise modelling requirements and will be of the remote sensing activities during Winter
deployed alongside hydrophones. Some wave data M IZ*X. A field coordination center will be main-
will also be collected at the ice camp site. We will taimed at the ice-strengthened ship (or ice camp)

- endeavor to mea,,ure simultaneously at all sites. that will ser e as center for all remote sensing
Wind measurements, current measurements, and communication. A land coordination station, lo-
thee wave data will enable full interpretation of cated at TromsO, Norway, will interpret aircraft
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Figure 23. Approach to coordinate the retnote sensing activities
for the Winter MIZEX program.
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The goal of the remote sensing studies is to util-
ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNATURE ize electromagnetic signatures as provided by sat-

ellites, aircraft, helicopters, and ship-based sys- %
SATELLITE tems to predict geophysical parameters of the
AIRCRAFT MIZ. This is accomplished via a theory or empiri-

cal relationship (see Fig. 24). During the Winter
HELICOPTER M IZEX programs, the approach will be to use sat-

ellites to provide the synoptic coverage of the en-
SHIP-BASED tire Greenland Sea, aircraft to provide the higher

resolution look at specific 100- x 100-km areas
within the MIZ, while the helicopter, ship-based,

and surface (in situ) measurements provide very
E/M THEORY high resolution local coverage. The role of the hel-

oR icopter, ship-, and surface-based measurement is
to validate the satellite and aircraft data (see Fig.

EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIP 25).
Tables 5, 6, and 7 list the proposed remote sens-

ing ensemble for MIZEX 87/89. Presented in the
table along with each proposed instrument is the
frequency, resolution/coverage, and the MIZ ;"-"

GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF MIZ characteristic it directly or indirectly measures. As

- ICE EXTENT indicated in Tables 5, 6, and 7, the helicopter and

- ICE CONCENTRATION ground-based measurements will include bright-
- FLOE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS ness temperature, radar backscatter cross sections,
- ICE TYPE ice thickness, and dielectric properties for water
- EDDIES and various types of ice during different weather
- FRONTS conditions. Measurement groups will be located in
- INTERNAL WAVES the ice-drifting ships and camps, as well as on the
- GRAVITY WAVES ice-edge ships. On the former, their task will be to

concentrate on detailed temporal studies of select-
ed ice types. On the latter, it will be to study dif-eure 24. Relationship /tetween the ferent ice types as the ship makes transects into the

toi Ipo -ice. Helicopter-borne instrument; link both meso-

scale programs and provide high mobility to study
ice conditions within the experimental region.

Surface measurement will be made of the physi-
and satellite data and Transmit this information to cal-electrical properties of various ice and snow
tie field coordination center. The ship will utilize types present at the active-passive remote sensing
thi information alcng with SAR down-linked test sites to help in understanding the microwave .b

. data, voice communication from the various air- interaction processes involved. Physical property
crafi, directly reccived satellite data, and helicop- information to be acquired includes small-scale
Icr reconnaissance flights to direct the local rc- surface roughness, snow wetness, grain size, salin-
inote sensing activiies (helicopter, ship based, and ity distribution, temperature, snow thickness, and
surface). The ship coordination center, via the scatterers in the ice. Dielectric constant measure-
Tromsd satellite qtation, will orchestrate all re- ments will be made to describe various ice types at
mote sensing aircraft flights so that the active/ X-L-C bands 13.7, 35, and 90 GHz. Scenes of
passive microwavc imagery and the altimeter data special interest will include surfaces that have
are collected simutancously. In addition, the ship melted and refrozen; ice ridges, multiyear, first-
%%ill coordinate Ifih placement of the in sitl sensors year, and thin ice of various thicknesses; and melt
(for example. AFAMP buoys and the gravity ponds and open water under calm and windy con-
• ave-measuring btoys) that will be used to vali- ditions.
dale the remote scsing data. This approach was A unique opportunity for remote sensing of the -
uised siiccessfully n the summer MIZIX 83/84 winter MIZ occurs in 1987. The SIR-B Shuttle re-
programs. flight mission is scheduled for launch on 18 March P
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Figure 25. Winter MIZEX remote sensing data collection scenario utilizing sat-
ellites, aircraft, helicopter, ship-based, and surface sensors.

1987 into polar orbit, which will provide excellent tion of the polar regions during the period of
coverage of the MIZ region. Given the presently Shuttle operation.
planned nodal crossing configuration, the MIZEX With respect to direct determination of ice type
site will be overflown four times each day for the by microwave remote sensing, an impulse radar
10-day duration of the Shuttle mission. The SIR-B system developed by Cambridge Consultants may
Shuttle will carry on board an L-band synthetic be available for use during the 1989 experiment.
aperture radar and a high-resolution large-format This radar would be used from a helicopter to ob-
camera. The SAR system will feature a 3-m resolu- tain ice thickness transects over the experimental
tion capability from space, with incidence angle zone for comparison with thickness values ob-
variability from 20 to 600. The large-format cam- tained by ground-truth parties and fixed-wing air-
era will have a resolution of approximately 10 m. craft overflights. Since both the fixed wing (SAR
With respect to the remote sensing science objec- and active/passive combination) and helicopter
tives, the space-based SAR offers the unique ad- techniques are novel, it is important that adequate
vantage of providing synoptic imagery of the en- surface-based ice thickness measurements be in-
tire MIZ region from a stable platform and from corporated into the field program. One aspect of
numerous incidence angles, both of which are of this ice thickness ground truth effort will be the
critical importance to the objective of determining placement of radar receivers buried within the ice.
radar reflectivity of various sea types. Specifi- These receivers will provide quantitative informa-
cally, the variable incidence angle SIR-B data will tion with respect to microwave -ttenuation coeffi-
be used to determine the specular and volume scat- cients.
tering contributions from first- and multiyear sea In summary, the proposed remote sensing ex-
ice. In addition, the onboard camera is an ex- perimental plan is straightforward. The work
cellent source of ground truth, provided the area horse for the 1987 and 1989 experiment will be the
imaged is cloud-free. Together these systems pro- high-resolution SAR. SAR aircraft flights will be
vide an unparalleled opportunity to obtain high- made very other day during the50-day experiment
resolution synoptic coverage of a significant por- period. The SAR images will b: transmitted down
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Table 5. MIZEX 87/89 remote sensing instrument ensembles: aircraft sensors.

Frequency Resolution and MIZ characteristics 1.

Instrument (GHz) coverage provided

NADC P3 (U.S.A.)

Imaging radar ISAR) 9.8, 5.3, 1.3 3-m, 10-km swath width Ice edge location

70-km mosaic% Eddy structure

Altimeter 13.3 Profiler Ice type mapping

Aerial cameras Ocean wave spectra
Floe size distribution
Ice concentration
Ice kinematics e:

USA-NRI. P3 (U.S.A.)

Passive microwave imager 90. 140. 220 15-120 m. 2-15 km Ice edge location
swath width Ice concentration

SSM/I radiometer 19.22.31,37 Ice type

I'RT-S infrared profiler I I (microns) 100-km mosaic Ice kinematics,. ..e

INS winds NA

I n ironmcntal sensors NA

60-nm photography Hasselblad Visible

Stcpped-frequency radiometer 4.5-7.2 Profiler

Norwegian Air Force P3 (Norway/Air Force)

,NXBI NA Point measurements Ocean temperature

%OAA P3 ht.S.A.)

St AR 35 10-m, 20-km swath width Ice edge

I ascr profilometer Visible Profiler Floe size distribution

6,u', probe Profiler Ice type
Ice roughness
Eddy structure

BIT* t(CS ES/ France)

SI AR Photography 9.3 Visible 25-m, 210-km swath width Ice edge location

90-km mosaics Floe site distribution
Ice concentration
Oceanographic information .4

Il'oential insolvement.

NAI)(-Naal Air Dleslopment (enter.
N).AA-Nafional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminitration.

N-S- Centre National d'Utudes Spatiales.

NRI -Nasal Research laboratory.

to the ship in real time and interpreted to detect during MIZEX 84. The AVHRR images, weather
and locate eddies and internal wave fields. The permitting, will also serve as inputs for the sea
ships and acoustic sensors will be directed to sea (rutth coordination. It is anticipated that each SAR .

truth locations based on the SAR data. If the SAR flight will cover a 200- x 200 km box centered on
downlink does not operate satisfactorily, the SAR the test area. The passive microwave flights will be
data will be interpreted at Tromsd and cartoon im- flown concurrently with the SAR flights to effect

% ages will be transmitted to the ships, as was done the required active/passive microwave study. The
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Table 6. MIZEX 87/89 remote sensing instrument ensembles: satellite sensors.

Resolution MIZ characteristics
Name Instrument _ vpe and co verage pro vided

Shuttle imaging radar SAR L-band 30 m, 50 km x Ice edge location
(SIR-B) 1000 km Eddy structure

Ice type mapping

Ocean wave spectra
Floe size distribution
Ice concentration
Ice kinematics

NOAA-7/8* AVHRR Visible & I km entire Meteorology
(US/NOAA) infrared Fram Strait Ice motion

Ice edge location
Eddy structure %

Meteor (Soviet) OLS Visible & 5 km entire Meteorology
infrared Fram Strait Ice motion

Ice edge location

Eddy structure t.

I)MSP (IUS/DOD) OI.S Visible & I km entire Meteorology
infrared [ram Strait Ice motion

Ice edge location
Eddy structure

Cosmos 1500/1600 StAR Microwave I km, 1000 km Meteorology

swath width Ice motion
Ice edge location
Eddy structure

Primary utility.
NOAA-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
DOD-Department of Defense.

DMSP-l)efense Meterological Satellite Program.
AVHRR-Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer.

LS-Optical Line Scanner.

SI AR-Side-Iooking Real Aperture Radar.

real-time SAR data will also be used to direct the first field deployment of these instruments. Ambi-
ship-based heloscat and other ship-based measure- ent noise will also be taken using P3-deployed %

ments. AN/SSQ-57A sonobuoys. The acoustics work for
Acoustics experiments are planned for both the the 1987 program is intended to be limited in

1987 and 1989 field programs, with the most in- scope, with the primary focus and major effort oc-
tense effort planned for 1989. Part of the 1989 curring in 1989.
field program will be a continuous year-long to-
mography and propagation experiment using 3.5.2 / 989 field e.7xeritent "

moored instruments that will be deployed in sum- The overall experimental geomelrv for acoustics . -

mer 1988 and recovered in summer 1989. This lat- in 1989 is shown in Fig. 26. The heart of the acous- .

tcr effort is also a part of the Greenland Sea Pro- tics experiments planned for 1989 is the ice camp -. --

ject. with the acoustic receiving arrays. A 30-element 4.

array will be deployed that consists of a I - x I-km

3.5.1 1987 field experiment aperture with 20 hydrophones hardwired to the %

The 1987 acoustics experimental work will be MIT/WHOI digital data acquisition system. An

focused on ambient noise data collection. These additional 10 hydrophones with RF telemetry link-
data will be collected using the remote autono- ed to the data acquisition system will bc deployed
mous measure ment system (ARAMP) already de- at sparse spacing to achieve total sensor separa-
scribed. For this experiment only a small number lions on the order of 40 kni. All the phone,, will be
of these buoys will be available; this will be the tracked acoustically using an 8- to 13-k/11 pinger
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TFable 7. MIZEX 87/89 remot~e sensing instrument ensembles: ship- and ground-
based sensors.

Instrumet I requenct' Resoluluon %1it chrat tewtf
instrunent ipiatiorin (WIZ) and s tli provideti

t~fliver%#11- oi Kansas:
',Iicrowase step Helicopter I to I8 P'rofilng Ice ikpc. ENI

frequency selected properties
Scatterometer IMN ice properties (re-
D~ielectric constant (;round I to 4 Point mneasurte- iemtox. penetration.

measuremtent% metits etc.)

Universuiv of 14'u~hingron,:
Passive microwave G.round 10, IS. 37. Ploint measure- Ice type. [-% properties
radiometer and 90 mntts

Iece-strenaIhened ship

I rane CNES:*
RANIS microwave Ship- 8-IS l'oint measure- Ice type/I:M properties
active radiometer mounted selected mentts

(9, 13.5
used ex-
tetisively) a

(IRASNII- scatter- Helicopter 5.35 Traosects
ometer)

MRAI: I'*
Resonant cavity (di- (;round 1, 10, 1(8) Point measure- FI ice properties
electric constant !VIH, ment X-C-L SAR 4.
measurement% (alibrat ion
Incident power incas- Microwave petnetration
urements
Sno%-tree water
measurements 

6
4CamrirIdgt' (onsullanfs:6.

Impulse/Radar ____ Helicopter IM8 NIH/ P'rofile Ice thickness

P'otential involvement.
CNIS-entre Natiotnal d'Etudes Spatiales.
I RIM - rifvironmetital Research institute of* Michigan.

sensor tracking system (STS) to measure intersen- fied as the experiment unfolds. Shots including
sor time delays for instantaneous sensor location SUS's will also be deployed from helicopter and

*every 30 sec. In addition to the large-aperture P3 aircraft.
horizontal array, a smaller aperture horizontal ar- A propagation range consisting of three moored

*ray for mid-frequency analysis will be deployed, acoustic transmitters and receivers (transceivers)
as in summer MIZEX 84, but improved in handl- will be deployed in the spring/summer of 1988 and
ing and anti-strum capability. A vertical array is recovered in the spring/summer of 1989. In Fig.
tentatively planned as well. 26 their locations are designated as A, B. and C.

An HLF-3 low-frequency modulatable acoustic These transceivers constitute the northern array of
ssource will be deployed at a northern camp, whose the larger Greenland Sea tomography experiment

site is shown approximately in Fig. 26. In addition, described below. The locations of the three moor-
.,A shots will be deployed from this location. Towed ings have been arranged to provide propagation

acoustic projectors are tentatively planned for de- data in a completely ice-free sea during and after
ployment from an AGOR in open water. The deployment in spring/summer 1988. As the ice
towed projectors can be maneuvered to ensure edge migrates southward during the fall, it will
propagation through eddies when they are idenli- first partially cover the east-west transmission
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system. In contrast to earlier arctic ambient noise stant. Full-waveform inversion of the data from a
measurements, we plan acquisition of very long single shot provides a picture of the medium at
time series, in some cases as long as the entire per- this instant. Since one goal is to determine the sub-
iod of the field program. Such long time series bottom properties (which are static), then we must
have now become necessary to compare more fully either: a) ensure that the temporal variability of
with dynamically evolving environmental forces. the ocean has little influence on our data at the

An integral part of the MIZEX 89 tomography frequencies of interest (40 Hz) or b) account for
and propagation program is the Greenland Sea to- the ocean dynamics by running the experiment
mography experiment, which is part of the Green- several times, allowing separation of the dynamic
land Sea Project. Six tomographic instruments, and static parts. %
including the three discussed above, will be de- Shot and CW transmission data from the cen-
ployed as shown in Fig. 26. The southern array, tral Arctic indicate that the stability of the water
consisting of the instruments marked C, D, E, and column is sufficient to allow average water col-
F, has a scale of roughly 300 km, and encloses the umn models to be used to back out geometrical ef-
Greenland Sea gyre. The purpose of this array is fects to obtain sub-bottom sound-speed and atten-
long-term monitoring of the gyre in conjunction uation structure using data below 40 Hz. CW
with the more temporally concentrated CTD transmission data from the MIZ show that the
measurements of the entire MIZ experiment, water column in this area is 3-10 times less stable,
There are interesting questions regarding the for- with the lower figure resulting from paths com-
mation and destiny of Greenland Sea waters in ad- pletely under the ice, and the larger figure for
dition to questions about seasonal changes in the paths crossing the ice edge. It is not known at this
Greenland Sea that can be effectively observed time how much variability is acceptable to success-
with such an array. ful full-waveform inversion, so multiple shots will

The northern array, consisting of the instru- be dropped for each path to obtain an ensemble of"
ments marked A, B, and C, has several functions realizations. With these data we feel that we will
in addition to eddy tomography. They enable ob- be able to determine the sub-bottom structure and
servation of frontal dynamics and their impact on quantify the ocean variability. Since many of the
acoustic propagation. Beyond inversions to reveal shots will have completely ice-covered paths, we
spatial and temporal information about ice-ocean feel that these data will show stability closer to
eddies, meanders of the West Spitzbergen Current that of the central Arctic than to the ice margin
and even upwelling events may be sensed. The and techniques used for the central Arctic will be
northern array combines with the southern array applicable here.
to provide additional independent paths through 2. 400-Hz tomographw source data. These dala
the Greenland Sea and to extend the tomography are to be obtained over periods spanning mami*
measurement northward. These tomography ex- fluctuation periods in the medium. The use of full-
periments will be conducted by the Woods Hole wave theory may benefit the spatial resolution ob-
Oceanographic Institution and the Scripps lnstitu- tainable from such data. However, it will proba-
tion of Oceanography, with the former placing bly be more fruit ful to explore statistical inversion
emphasis on the northern array and acoustic pro- models to characterize the medium's temporal
pagation through the ice front, and the latter con- statistics. The acquisition of these data is probably
centrating on the Greenland Sea gyre. beyond the capabilities of the moored instru-

In addition to tomography using low-frequency ments' internal recording systems, and reception
(400 Hz) sources and receivers, inversions at inter- via the drifting acoustic array will be essential.
nal wave scales will be performed using the sensor Thus, issues regarding use of drifting sensors for
tracking system high frequency (8-13 kHz) pings tomography will be addressed with these data.
within the large horizontal array to be deployed at 3. STS (sensor tracking system) transitission.%.
the ice camp. The large number of sensor tracking system sourc-

Finally, full wave inversion methods will be ap- es and receivers operating in the 8-13 kHz range
plied to three data sets: offers an opnortunitv to study in detail the lateral

I. Long-range e.plosion duta from the nortlrn variability of the upper 20 m of the ocean on the
/4 ice catmp , P3. and helicql/er aircraft. The short internal wave scale. Modeling has already shokn

duration of an explosive source senses the water tie need for higher order approximations than ray
column in a particular state of fluctuation and theory to predict observed arrival times (ee Sec-
provides a snapshot of the structure at a given in- tion 2.5). An additional objective afforded by
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these data will be the examination of the statistical based coordination center for aircraft field opera-
properties of the under-ice surface, at least as it is tions will be established at the Troms0 Satellite
influenced by scattering at these frequencies. Telemetry Station. This center will also be the fo-

cal point for operating-area weather and ice fore-

4. LOGISTICS casting coordination and support to the field oper-
ations.

The following is a preliminary statement of lo- Overall coordination for Winter MIZEX opera-
tions will be vested in a field coordinator plus as-

gistic concepts consistent with the plans described. istns as e quied . Program coordinato n l l
It wll equre ompete detile deelomenac- sistants as required. Program coordination will

II will require complete, detailed development ac- follow the procedures used in MIZEX 83 and 84.
cording to operational plans yet to be evolved. For Winter MIZEX 87/89, the chief scientist on

4.1 Overview the ice ship will also function as field coordinator.
Each platform and the ice camps will have a desig-Winter MIZ[-X ship-borne operations in bothltdlhe cenit -

1987 and 1989 will be staged primarily out of Ber- nated chief scientist.

gen, Norway. except that the U.S. open-ocean
ship (probably an AGOR) will be loaded at a U.S. 4.2 Overall schedule

portyetto b deignted.Themai icecam is The overall schedule is presented in Table 8.
port yet to be designated. The main ice camp i5 The time period covers February through April to
planned to be deployed by fixed-wing aircraft include the predeployment activities and csperi- ,"- -

from Nord, supported by helicopters and/or the mvet
ice ship as required and practicable. The satelliteto h dtr-ice hip s reuird an praticale.The atelite mined, will be based on platform availability, with -

ice camp (acoustic source) will also be deployed by mind, w base on atfor aviaiitwt
fixed-wing aircraft from Nord. A MIZEX shore- load-out starting on Day 1.

Table 8. Winter MIZEX overall schedule.

Feb-Apr 1987 Feb-Apr 1989,-
(days) Event (days)

-30 Commence monitoring satellite image y Y)

- 5 Ice reconnaissance flight - 5 %

Commence special weather forecasting for the oper-
ating (OP) area

0 Establish Tromso Communication and Coordination 0
Support Center

All field material, equipment, and personnel in Bergen

6-7 Transit Tromso to ice edge 6-7

8-10 Deploy instrumentation 8-14

Establish ice camp (1989 only)

11-32 Ship/ice camp field research operations 15-47

Meteorological aircraft operations on alternate days

Remote sensing aircraft operations

1987 1989

10 SAR flights in 20 days 25 SAR flights in 50 days

t0 PM flights in 20 days 25 PM flights in 50 days

33-35 Recover instrumentation 48-53

Disestablish ice camp (1989 only)

36-37 Transit ice edge to Tromso 54-55

38 Offload helicopters and personnel 56
38-40 Transit, Tromso to Bergen 56-58

40-42 Offload ship(s) 59-60
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Table 9. Winter MIZEX field operations.

Mar-Apr 1989
Mar-:lpr 1987 (Probable open-ut eun ships) ;

Science research are-as, Ice ship Ice shipi Haakon Mosby U.S. AGOR
supp~ort and (30 , berths) Ice cam-lp (30 + berths)i (12 berths) (13 berths)

operatinlg .functuons (12 knots) Main Satellite (12 knots) (11 knots) (9 knots)

Acoustics 2 9. 4- 2 -9.
Oceanography 6* 3 6* 5 2
Meteorology 4 1 4 2 2
Ice physics 3 I 4 2

(incl. photography)
Remote sensing (intcl. 9 it 8 -

ice phys. properties)
Biology 2 2 2 2
(ieochemisr 2 -3

Helicopter support
Crcs4 (no. helicopters) 3 (2) 3 (2) 3 (~2)-
Ice camp support

(amp manager I
Camp cook I

Radar operator 2
Field coordination team 2-3-

TOTAL PERSONNEL. 32 24 4 315 11 13

%Il/EN 87,89:
I rornwl Communication and Coordination Support Center: 4-6 persons
Remote sensing aircraft. Anddya: 20 persons
Meteorological aircraft, Svalbard and/or Bodd: 6-10 persons ___________________

Chief scientist included.
fWith support from ice ship.

%4.3 Operating units and cation links planned for the Winter MIZEX
personnel allocation operations will be:

Table 9 presents a preliminary summary of' the Ship to ship Voice HF, VHF
ship and ice camip personnel allocations by princi- Ship to air V'oice HF, VHF
pal science research areas and support/operating Ship to shore Voice and HE/telephone via coastal
functions for both Winter MIIZEX field opera- telef'a\ maritime radio station,

tion. 1he ina spce lloctio wil b mae atertypically Svalbard. and bytion. Ihe ina ,pae aloctio wil bemad attersatellite telephone
the operating platform committments are con- Teletype HF typically through Rog-
firmed and research project details are established aland Radio>
tn an integrated operating plan and detailed sched-
tile. 4.5 D~ata management

The National Snow and Ice Data Center
4.4 Commuinications (NSIDU). Boulder, Colorado, ts presently provtd-

I ffective, reliable cotmmunications, carefully ing data management services for MIZEX 83/84.
*scheduled for minimal interference with research These services include safe arehiving, ready acces-

atctivitie-s and data acquisttion, proved to be a eriti- sibility, and efficient utilization of NIIZEX data
cal factor in the MIZLX 83/84 operations. Good through NSIDC's data archival and accession pro-
communications will he even more crucial during gram, established data interchange standards, and
the sesere Winter MIZFX operatitng period, coordinated data flow from principal investigators%
T horoutgh preparation and complete check-out of' to the participating data centers and/or other re-
equipment and procedttres during Winter MIZEX searchers. These servtces are planned to be contin-
87 will be giv en high priority. Principal communi- ued through NIIZFX 89.
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APPENDIX A. BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, MIZEX 87/89

Al. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES There is also very little information available on
the distribution, growth, and reproduction of zoo-

The East Greenland Sea/Fram Strait region is plankton. It has been suggested that zooplankton
of extreme biological interest because it is the most have two strategies for growth in polar regions.
northerly pelagic system of any polar region. Be- The first would be to release eggs into the water
cause of the unique physical forcing functions of prior to the onset of phytoplankton growth. This %Q,
the region, the biological response is closely coup- strategy would provide a population ready to util- 4b

led to the mesoscale physical events. For example, ize the new production when it begins. As a corol-
data from MIZEX 83 indicated that the vertical lary, egg production must utilize lipid reserves that
flux of nutrients via eddies was a significant factor were deposited during the previous growing sea-
in controlling the distribution and growth of phy- son. The second possible strategy is to tie egg pro- .-
toplankton during the summer (Smith et al., duction to available food, using the spring growth
1985). Furthermore, zooplankton distributions of phytoplankton to trigger egg production. A
are closely tied to water mass movements and major species of the Fram Strait (Calanus fin-
serve as a useful indicator of the presence of water marchicus) appears to be dependent on food sup-
of either North Atlantic or Arctic origin. The 1984 ply, but another (Calanus hyperboreus) appar-
MIZEX experiment clearly showed that zooplank- ently has adopted the former strategy of anticipat-
ton reproduction is closely tied to the location of ing a bloom. Therefore it is possible that the popu-
the ice edge, although the mechanisms are un- lation structure is dominated by the growth stages
known at this time. The primary production of of each species during the winter/spring transi-
this region is surprisingly large when the low nutri- tion, and that this structure will change markedly
ent levels in the upper, stratified waters are con- through time.
sidered. Preliminary results indicate that an active It has also been postulated that the undersur-
microbial food web must be present to regenerate face of the pack ice is the site of the first growth of
nitrogen within the euphoric zone. photosynthetic microbes during the winter/spring -.

Little information on biological events is avail- transition, and that the ice serves as a refuge for
able for any polar region with regard to the win- species to over-winter. The concentrations of'
ter/spring transition period. It can be predicted chlorophyll (an indicator of plankton biomass) in
that nutrients are at elevated concentrations due to multiyear ice in the MIZEX area was found to be
replenishment via deep vertical mixing during win- very low; however, chlorophyll levels were noted
ter storms and during brine exclusion. Thus it can to be much higher in new pack ice, although distri-
be confidently predicted that the vertical distribu- butions were extremely patchy and undoubtedly
tions of nutrients observed during the winter will controlled by the mode of ice formation and in
be markedly different from those observed during situ light levels. Ice biota potentially can reprcsent
the summer. Phytoplankton distributions and bio- a large input of organic matter to the water col-
mass during the winter and early spring, however, umn if released, but the dynamics is poorly under-
are completely unknown, particularly in this re- stood.
gion. Because there are periods when ice is advect- In view of the paucity of information available
ed into warmer, North Atlantic water in the mar- on the winter and winter/spring transition period,
ginal ice zone, melting may occur that would pro- as well as the East Greenland Sea/Fram Strait re-
duce a vertically stable water column for a short gion in general, the objectives for MIZEX 87 can
(less than one week) duration. Therefore it is con- be summarized as follows:
ceivable that during the onset of light, significant I. To determine the biomass, species composi-
primary production could occur. We would expect tion, and vertical distributions of the phytoplank-
that, due to the increased stability in the MIZ ton and zooplankton populations prior to the on-
(relative to waters removed from the ice), phyto- set of phytoplankton growth, and to understand
plankton growth will precede an open water the relationships with water mass characteristics.
bloom, thus influencing the optical properties of eddy formation and dynamics, ice-edge jets, ice 0%
the waters as well as the food web dynamics. movements, upwelling, etc.

p.
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2. To determine the concentration of inorganic portance of eddies to the entire Fram Strait re-
nutrients in the water column during the March- gion. Phytoplankton biomass will be determined
April period, by measuring chlorophyll concentrations through-

3. To determine the photosynthetic response to out the water column. We will sample most inten-
the onset of light and the physiological responses sively in the upper 150 m but will modify the sam-
of the resident phytoplankton present during this piing depths based on the CTD traces. Phyto-
period. In addition, to relate the quantitative re- plankton for taxonomic analysis will also be taken
sponse of phytoplankton to the vertical distribu- and preserved. Samples for the experimental de-
tion of light, so as to estimate primary production termination of photosynthetic response will be ..- ,'.
and nutrient demand. taken from the upper mixed layer. Subsamples

4. To quantify the secondary production of the will be exposed to a wide range of light intensities
dominant zooplankton during this time and relate and carbon incorporation will be measured. All
this information to the life strategies of each spe- data will be fitted to the hyperbolic model of Platt
cies. (for example, Platt et al., 1982), which statistically

5. To determine the fine-scale structure of biota determines not only the rate of light-dependent re-
under the ice to see if the strong vertical zonation actions (alpha) and the maximum photosynthetic
observed in the summer is also observed in the rate (Pmax), but also the intensity of the onset of
winter/spring transition. photoinhibition (Is) and Ir, a quantitative index of

6. To assess the large-scale distribution of chlor- photoinhibition. Photosynthetically active radia- -- 4

ophyll in relationship to the MIZ by satellite im- tion will also be measured as well as its attenuation
agery. within the water column. By combining available

A major goal of the Winter MIZEX 87 experi- light with photosynthetic response, the primary
ment will be to provide quantitative estimates of production can be estimated. By measuring the
primary and secondary production during the on- photosynthetic responses at various depths, theset of light, so that our understanding of the fluxes rates of vertical mixing of the upper layer can also

of biogenic materials can be greatly improved, be estimated.
The winter 1989 experiment will be more ambi- Samples for nutrients (nitrate, phosphate, ni-

tious, with programs designed to continue studies trite, ammonium, and silicate) will also be col-
begun in 1987 and additional studies of ice biota, lected for later analysis. We do not expect nutri-
involving taxonomic investigations, rate measure- ents to be at concentrations commonly thought to ,*.
ments (productivity and grazing activity, biomass limit phytoplankton growth; we also do not expect .- =

contributions of bacteria and microzooplankton), large variations in nutrient levels, so that their use
and flux determinations (flux of material through as an eddy tracer in winter may be diminished M F..
the water column as determined by sediment when compared to their use during the summer.
traps). These measurements will be conducted Nonetheless, because few nutrient data have been
from the ice camp so that a stationary platform collected from this period, nutrient analyses will
can be used to conduct the experiments. A com- be completed on a number of stations throughout
plete analysis of the spatial and temporal varia- the experiment.
tions in the area of the ice biota will also be con-
ducted. Therefore in 1989 we will be able to have A2.2 Zooplankton
an understanding of the biota in both ice and the Based on studies completed in other regions on
water column for this region. the dominant species found in the Fram Strait, we

expect that the distribution of zooplankton in win-
ter will be markedly different from that observed

A2. DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL PLAN in summer. During the summer the majority of
animals were concentrated in the upper 100 m, r

A2.1 Phytoplanklon presumably in response to the presence of elevated
A major goal of the entire biological program is food levels. During the winter, however, it has

to work closely with the sampling plan of the been found elsewhere that the animals are more
physical oceanographers, so that we can under- evenly distributed throughout the entire water col-
stand the distributions of biota within the context umn. To test this, we will conduct deep (to ca.
of the dominant physical processes. Therefore we 1000 m) vertical tows with opening-closing nets to
will sample during the physical oceanographic accurately sample the resident populations during
program, which is designed to determine the im- the winter. We realize that, because eddy tracking
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requires a large degree of synopticity, we will not ments will be conducted on these samples in the
be able to routinely complete these tows. We ex- laboratory. Flux measurements will be conducted
pect to concentrate them most heavily when we are by suspending sediment traps beneath the ice, and
in the mini-drift phase. During the eddy tracking the samples will be analyzed for chemical param-
phase we plan to sample only the upper 200 m with eters at the end of a short period (days). Analysis
a rapid vertical tow to determine the mesoscale of temporal and spatial variations in ice biota will
distribution of zooplankton and its relationship to utilize available helicopter flights to locations
the physical processes of the region. Animals from remote from the ice camp.
these tows will be utilized in laboratory investiga-
tions of ingestion, egg production, and population A2.4 Fluorescence
structure, as well as simple biomass and tax- The analysis of chlorophyll, or more accurately
onomy. Samples will also be collected for analysis fluorescence, has developed rapidly in recent ,,;
of lipid reserves taxa, and the data will be com- years. Use of the Nimbus-7 CZCS (Coastal Zone
pared to the results of summer animals collected Color Scanner) will be requested for this period ,
during MIZEX 84. and, if possible, other appropriate platforms will

be mounted with sensors. Major problems in the
A2.3 Ice biota use of this technology in the MIZ (and the Arctic

Organisms growing on the undersurface of the in general) are the lack of cloudless periods over - -

ice will be sampled in conjunction with ice studies, significant regions. Nonetheless, the information
i.e. using spire cores. Samples will be analyzed for is invaluable in quantifying large-scale relation-
photosynthetic biomass as well as preserved for ships among phytoplankton and various physical
determination of bacterial, microzooplankton, processes.
flagellate, etc. biomass. Rate process measure-
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APPENDIX B. GEOCHEMICAL PROGRAM, MIZEX 87/89

The Arctic and far North Atlantic are among The influence of anthropogenic contamination
the most physically active environments in the will be investigated by systematic analyses of snow ,,.

world ocean. They are certainly the most diverse, deposited on the pack ice and by sampling of at-
In addition to the air/sea/ice interactions seen at mospheric aerosols from ships. Pack ice and sur-
high latitudes elsewhere, the Arctic Basin is more face water samples will be taken in parallel with
strongly influenced by river inputs than any other. those of the snow and aerosols to estimate the cy-
If current estimates are realistic it is also strongly clic contribution from sea spray.
affected by anthropogenic inputs delivered via the The initial effort in 1987 will require two or, if
atmosphere. The region is the site of deep convec- possible, three people; the winter cruise in 1989,
tion in winter, which leads to the formation of three or four.
some of the major water masses of the North At- Table B-I gives the elements to be measured and
lantic. The recent demonstration of changes in the their properties. The freons and several of the
T-S properties of these waters on a decadal time trace elements will be measured on board ship.
scale is a strong indication that the whole system The others will be returned to the shore lab for
responds directly and sensitively to climatic forc- processing. Sampling for the freons will be by the
ing. conventional samplers used in the hydrographic

Due to their inaccessibility, the Arctic and high- program. A sample size of I liter is required. We
latitude North Atlantic are probably the least will supply specially cleaned Niskin samplers
known areas oceanographically. This is especially (5-liter) for the trace element sampling, and will
true of the chemistry. To remedy this we propose require about 12 ft of bench space. We are open to
to use the opportunity presented by MIZEX to be- suggestions as to additional measurements and
gin a geochemical program in the region affected plan to collect samples for other investigators.
by seasonal ice cover. This program will have -.

several objectives. In the Arctic we wish to exam- ,-
ine the effects of fluvial (and anthropogenic) in-
puts to the surface waters, the dynamics of their Table B-I. Elements it be meas-

removal by particulate scavenging, and their meta- ured.
bolic and inorganic release in deep waters. In the
wintertime in the Greenland Sea we wish to estab- Natral AInh11otpi,',11i
lish the chemical signature of the convectively %(e,),,,, ,,,II( Inlput"

formed deep water and its imprint on the overflow
waters that penetrate into the North Atlantic. Ba Rier, Nil

Be Ri.crs Not kno, 'i.
As a general aid to hydrographic interpretation sc Rivers Signilitam

and as a source of time-scale estimates we will ( r Ri.ci, Not known
* measure the freons, F-I I and F-12, as part of this \1 Aolian Nil

program. Of particular interest will be the effect Bi Aeolian May be .ignificant

of the seasonal ice cover on the degree of air/sea le Aeolian No( kIo%%tI
I'll RI or, MajIor

saturation equilibrium of these gases. Both the ab- (,i r ,, i,,n -
solute atmospheric concentrations and the concen- Ni Rict, Not knon..

tration ratio are transients, and hence both con- (d Riser, Significant
tain time information if equilibrium is reached /i Ricr, Signianta

prior to convection.
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